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Large datasets of unlabelled medical images are increasingly becoming available; however only
a small subset tend to be manually semantically labelled as it is a tedious and extremely time-
consuming task to do for large datasets. This thesis aims to tackle the problem of efficiently
extracting semantic information in the form of image segmentations and organ localisations
from large datasets of unlabelled medical images. To do so, we investigate the suitability of
supervoxels and random classification forests for the task.
The first contribution of this thesis is a novel method for efficiently estimating coarse corre-
spondences between pairs of images that can handle difficult cases that exhibit large variations
in fields of view. The proposed methods adapts the random forest framework, which is a su-
pervised learning algorithm, to work in an unsupervised manner by automatically generating
labels for training via the use of supervoxels.
The second contribution of this thesis is a method that extends our first contribution so as to
be applicable efficiently on a large dataset of images. The proposed method is efficient and
can be used to obtain correspondences between a large number of object-like supervoxels that
are representative of organ structures in the images. The method is evaluated for the applica-
tions of organ-based image retrieval and weakly-supervised image segmentation using extremely
minimal user input. While the method does not achieve image segmentation accuracies for all
organs in an abdominal CT dataset compared to current fully-supervised state-of-the-art meth-
ods, it does provide a promising way for efficiently extracting and parsing a large dataset of
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The amount of medical imaging data generated everyday in hospitals is tremendous. In many
clinical areas, medical imaging has become the key tool for diagnosis, therapy, and intervention.
According to the NHS [1], the number of imaging data generated in the UK from April 2015 to
March 2016 was 40.7 million, of which 4.46 million were Computed Tomography (CT) and 3.08
million were Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). More and more medical imaging datasets
are becoming publicly available for large scale research projects, such as the UK Biobank
initiative [2] and the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [138]. The main
hypothesis being that processing and fusing information from large datasets could hold immense
potential in extracting statistically useful clinical information, as the appearance variations
found in a large dataset are statistically representative of the population [213]. Large medical
image datasets inevitably contain similar images of the same objects, but with variations in
appearances and positions (see Figure 1.1).
One key challenge for the extraction of useful information from image datasets is the automatic
understanding of the contents of an image. In a clinical setting, each patient’s image is read by
a trained radiologist; however, this cannot be done when processing hundreds or thousands of
images. The time consuming nature for an expert to manually add meaningful information to
a large number of images has hindered opportunities to fully exploit the implicit information
within them. Currently, only a small subset of images tend to have manually added information
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by trained experts, limiting the number of possible computer-aided applications. One particu-
larly fundamental step towards enabling image understanding is segmentation: the process of
grouping pixels (or voxels) into regions (or sub-volumes) that have common visual attributes.
While segmentation can refer to any arbitrary grouping of pixels based on a given set of at-
tributes, semantic segmentation involves the association of a semantically meaningful label to
the segmented region. The semantic segmentation of multiple objects in an image is also called
parsing. Semantic segmentation can be performed at different levels of detail. In the context
of medical imaging, the labels could correspond to different anatomical structures (e.g. liver,
heart, spleen, or brain) or at a finer level of the anatomical structure (e.g. left ventricle of the
heart, or the hippocampus); it would then be possible, through subsequent analysis, to visualise
these structures and extract useful information – such as shape or volumetric measurements,
locations of abnormal regions, the tracking of changes over time, aids for image-guided surgery,
among many others – that is essential to help the clinician diagnose, and plan interventions
and treatments.
When it comes to segmenting medical images, there is heavy reliance on manual and semi-
automatic/interactive segmentation. The segmentation is usually done by one or multiple
qualified experts, and the process can be extremely time-consuming, expensive, and imprac-
tical in some cases – especially when a large number of segmented images are required. This
usually results in the availability of only a small subset of images that are fully semantically-
segmented from a large dataset. There is a need for automated methods that can give meaning
or semantics to images without requiring tedious manual human interaction. The acceptance of
automatic segmentation techniques in the clinical setting depends on the techniques being ac-
curate, computationally efficient, and requiring minimal user interaction. In this thesis, we aim
to tackle this challenge by attempting to develop efficient methods for the automatic segmen-
tation of images in the context of large medical image datasets using minimal user interaction.
Moreover, it would open up possibilities for uncovering new knowledge, such as new biomark-
ers for some subtle pathologies otherwise difficult to discern statistically in a small dataset of
images.
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Figure 1.1: Example of the type of images in an abdominal CT medical image dataset. While
the global spatial configuration of anatomical structures is the same in every patient, there is
a lot of variability in the local shape and appearance of organs. In this example, for instance,
we can observe the variability of location and shape of the left and right kidney. This variation
needs to be taken into account when we want to automatically understand the content of an
image.
1.1 Challenges in Medical Image Segmentation
Image segmentation can be a challenging problem to solve due to several issues that can affect
the quality and accuracy of the segmentation [213]. Here we list some of the common issues:
Image intensity When it comes to images of internal organs, some of the organs can show
up with similar intensities in an MRI or a CT image. The use of contrast agents to better
visualise some pathologies can result in different image intensity appearance. In addition, the
range of intensity of a given organ can vary from patient to patient. All this can make it difficult
to simply rely on intensity models to segment an organ.
Poor edge contrast The soft deformable nature of the internal organs can result in organs
being in close proximity to each other and, in some cases, touch; this results in a weak or
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non-existent boundary between the organs in the image. Poor contrast means that a particular
organ or tissue is difficult to distinguish from its surroundings.
Motion during acquisition Motion during the image acquisition can introduce artefacts,
such as loss of resolution, blurred contours around anatomical structures, and shape deforma-
tions. Motion can also result in slices being acquired at different time frames. The longer the
acquisition time, the higher the risk of introducing motion artefacts. This is particularly the
case with MRI, when there is voluntary or involuntary motion, such as motion from breathing,
blood flow, and the cardiac cycle. Due to the faster acquisition rates of CT machines, there
tends to be fewer motion artefacts in CT images.
Variability of anatomical appearance Across a population, there is a wide variety of
shapes and appearances of organs due to the differences in body build and composition, making
it much more difficult to attempt to build a statistical model of the anatomical structures from
a small dataset of images (see Figure 1.1). In addition, not all organs are the same, some
are more difficult to segment than others, e.g. the pancreas is difficult to segment due to its
extremely deformable nature and its variability in location in different patients, while the liver,
on the other hand, is much more easier to segment due to its large size.
Pathology and foreign elements The problem of organ deformation can be further exac-
erbated by the presence of pathology and metal implants. Moreover, it is much more easier to
get access to a dataset of images containing pathological cases than it is to get a large dataset
of images of healthy patients, simply due to the fact that a healthy individual is less likely to
go have a medical image acquired. With CT images, typical artefact can result from metallic
objects or surgical clips, showing up as star artefacts.
Sensor noise, sampling artefacts, aliasing As with any imaging device, sensors used in
medical imaging devices inherently have some amount of random noise. Not all images are
acquired from the same machine across different datasets.
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Image resolution The resolution of the image can also have an impact on the accuracy
of the segmentation. Two adjacent organs that have a clearly separable boundary in a finer
resolution can lose the boundary at lower resolution.
Image field-of-view The success of some algorithms typically relies of the availability of
context information around an organ. In some cases, however, some images are acquired with
a limited field of view, either to speed up acquisition time, if the method is slow, (such as in
the case of MRI) or to limit ionising radiation time (such as in the case of CT).
Computational requirements Medical images tend to be in 3D, and in some cases 4D
(e.g. cine MRI). While this is not a major issue, it can be an obstacle when dealing with a
large dataset, when computational resources are scarce, or when close to real-time results are
required.
Consequently, due to the above mentioned issues, automatic segmentation methods might fail
to provide accurate segmentation, or they might segment the image differently than a human
expert would. Semi-automatic segmentation methods are usually required to include the user
in the segmentation process so as to modify and improve the segmentation result. Image
segmentation is still an active research area in computer vision and medical image analysis,
and several different techniques have been proposed in the literature with varying amounts of
success depending on the nature of the image being segmented.
1.2 Medical Image Modalities
There are multiple medical imaging modalities that are used in the clinical setting to diagnose
a variety of diseases. The most popular is X-ray, followed by Ultrasound, CT, and MRI. The
type of modality that is used on a specific patient is dependent on the medical problems that
are being investigated. The appearance of the tissues is highly dependent on the properties of
the tissues as well as the modality used to probe it, as different imaging modalities result in
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different contrasts. In this thesis, we only make use of CT datasets.
1.2.1 Computed Tomography (CT)
CT imaging is an imaging modality that uses X-rays to uncover internal bodily structures [177].
X-rays are a type of ionising radiation and can be harmful when a person is exposed to a high
dose. While lying on a table, a patient is passed slowly through a large hollow cylindrical X-ray
machine, which contains a series of X-ray emitters and detectors. X-ray beams from different
positions and angles around the patient traverse thin slices of the body and are attenuated
based on different absorption rates of the tissues encountered in their path. The difference
in absorption rates of the X-ray beams by the tissues is what makes it possible to reveal the
internal structure of the body. A 3D image is generated via tomographic reconstruction by
processing the combination of 2D X-ray images obtained from different positions and angles
around the patient. The intensity of a particular voxel of a CT image is proportional to the
absorption rate of the X-ray beam that passed through that particular voxel location. Tissues
in a CT image show up with varying intensities of gray. Intensities range from -1024 to +3071
HU on the Hounsfield scale, which is a normalised measure relative to the absorption of water.
The higher the value on the scale, the higher the absorption. Air-filled cavities (-1000 HU)
appear as black on the CT image, while bone structures (+1000 HU) appear as white. If the
CT imaging machines are properly calibrated, then there should be little to no difference in
intensities between machines. CT is an important imaging tool and is heavily used for the
diagnosis of a lot of different diseases [170]. CT scans are fast to acquire and can provide high
resolution images. CT imaging is less prone to motion artefacts due to the fast acquisition
speed; however, it can still suffer from other artefacts, such as noise. The radiation exposure
time and dose can also have an influence on the image quality.
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1.3 Accuracy Metrics
In order to evaluate the accuracy of a given image segmentation, there are several metrics
that have been used in the literature, such as Dice overlap [52], precision/recall, mean surface
distance, Hausdorff distance, volume similarity, among others.
The Dice overlap (also refered to as Dice coefficient or Dice score) is the most used symetric
metric [180] for evaluating the accuracy of medical image segmentation. In this thesis, we
predominately make use of the Dice overlap for reporting segmentation accuracies. Given two
binary segmentations A and B of a given image, consisting of 0 (representing background) and
1 (representing object/foreground), it is defined as
DSC =
2|(A ∩B)|
|A|+ |B| . (1.1)
Here, | · | represents the number of non-zero elements. As an example, if A is the ground truth
segmentation of a given organ obtained via an expert annotator, and B is the segmentation
of the organ obtained via an algorithm, then the Dice overlap measures how well the latter
overlaps with the former.
Precision/recall is a commonly used metric for evaluating the output of binary classifiers and
information retrieval algorithms. Given a binary output (0 or 1), they are defined as functions
of the following terms:
• True Positive (TP) is the number of samples that been assigned by the algorithm the
label 1 when their actual label is 1.
• True Negative (TN) is the number of samples that been assigned by the algorithm the
label 0 when their actual label is 0.
• False Positive (FP) is the number of samples that been assigned by the algorithm the
label 1 when their actual label is 0.
• False Negative (FN) is the number of samples that been assigned by the algorithm the
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label 0 when their actual label is 1.










Another useful metric is the F-score, which is a harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F = 2× P ×R
P +R
. (1.4)
Precision and recall are less commonly used in medical image segmentation evaluation because
they are sensitive to the segment size, where they tend to penalise errors in large segments
less than in small segments [63]. However, they are widely used in the context of informa-
tion retrieval [13], where precision measures the relevancy of the returned results, while recall
measures the number of relevant results that are returned.
1.4 Datasets Used
In this thesis, we predominately make use of the following two datasets:
1.4.1 Abdominal CT
We use an abdominal CT dataset that was acquired from 150 distinct subjects, 36 of which were
female and 114, male. Figure 1.2 shows a couple of slices from the dataset with segmentations
overlaid. Subjects were aged between 26 and 84 years, with a mean age of 62.8±12.0. 141 of
the subjects had early or advanced gastric cancer, one subject had cholecystitis cancer and 8
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Figure 1.2: Example of images that are in the abdominal CT dataset. Segmentations of the
liver (red), kidneys (green), pancreas (blue), and spleen (pink), are overlaid. We see that in
the bottom right case, the patient has an abnormally large spleen.
subjects had colorectal cancer. The 3D scans exhibit typical contrast variations; they have an
in-plane resolution of 512× 512; the number of slices is between 238 and 1061. Voxel sizes vary
from 0.55 to 0.82; slice spacing ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 mm. The scans were acquired under
typical clinical conditions by a TOSHIBA Aquilion 64 scanner at Nagoya University hospital
between 2004 and 2009. The images start near the front of the lungs and were automatically
cropped at 25 cm in the axial direction.
Manual organ segmentations of the liver, spleen, kidneys, and pancreas are provided by one out
of three clinical experts. The manual organ segmentations were acquired based on interactive
region growing or interactive graph-cut segmentation, followed by a manual correction on each
of the 3 planes. Manual annotation time was around 2h/volume on average.
1.4.2 Spine CT
We use the publicly available dataset of spine CT 3D scans 1. The dataset contains scans for
96 patients. Figure 1.3 shows an example of the images that are available in the dataset. For
1https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/data/spine/
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Figure 1.3: Example of images that are in the spine CT dataset.
each patient, there are multiple pre- and post-operative scans. The scans have varying fields
of view, capturing different pathological cases, with numerous post-operative scans showing
surgical implants. Manual annotations of vertebrae centroids are available for each scan, which
can be used for computing registration errors. The data has been acquired at the Department
of Radiology at the University of Washington.
1.5 Contributions
This thesis presents methods that attempt to extract semantic information, predominately in
the form of semantic image segmentation, from unlabelled medical images with no or minimal
user input. It is difficult for methods that operate solely on unlabelled images to surpass
the accuracy of methods that exploit fully-labelled images or that are entirely manual based;
however, the goal is to attempt to achieve close or similar accuracy. The aim of this thesis
is to investigate the quality and nature of semantic information that can be extracted from
unlabelled images, before requiring further user input. While the methods presented in this
thesis are not yet suitable if the main task is accurate semantic images segmentation of all
organs in an image, they could potentially aid in accelerating the process of efficiently mining
and annotating an initially unlabelled large dataset of medical images.
Below, we briefly list the main contributions of the thesis:
• An efficient method for estimating correspondences between images using
random classification forests. In medical images, computing correspondences between
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images is a prerequisite for tasks such as multi-atlas segmentation and image alignment.
Image registration is commonly used to align medical images; however, the task becomes
difficult when images exhibit large variations in fields of view. A common solution is
to provide a form of priors to initialise the registration task; however, that requires the
availability of annotated data, which could potentially be time-consuming to obtain. We
propose a method that forgoes the need for any form of annotations. We do so by
generating labels automatically via the use of compact supervoxels that are then used as
labels to train a random classification forest. Each image is therefore encoded in a forest,
which is then used to predict the supervoxel labels on the target images. Based on mutual
supervoxel predictions between a pair of images, correspondences can be extracted on a
supervoxel level. Experimental results on a spine CT dataset demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method in finding correspondences even in extreme variations in fields of view. In
addition, we evaluate our method as a component of a simple multi-atlas segmentation
setting in an abdominal CT dataset consisting of 150 images. Results indicate that our
method can efficiently provide better initial alignment compared to using linear image
registration.
• An extension of an efficient graph-based superpixel algorithm. We propose
a modification and extension to 3D images of the efficient graph-based segmentation
algorithm [56] and a modification that results in improved over-segmentation/supervoxel
representation for medical images.
• A method that uses multiple over-segmentations per image for weakly-supervised
image segmentation. We propose a method that uses a combination of multiple over-
segmentations per image and exploits a variety of weak annotations, such as dots, and
scribbles, to perform weakly-supervised image segmentation. The combination of mul-
tiple over-segmentations is then regularised via graph-cut. Our proposed method can
work with annotations as minimal as a few randomly-placed dots per organ, which are
even quicker to place than scribbles; this opens the door for an easy, quick form of crowd
sourcing by non-expert people, with a single image potentially receiving annotations from
many persons. Experimental results on a dataset of 150 abdominal CT images demon-
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strate the potential effectiveness of our proposed method for weakly-supervised medical
image segmentation, where we obtain Dice scores of 60.5±23.4, 78.8±14.0, 93.6±2.3, and
92.2±2.4, for the pancreas, kidneys, liver, and spleen, respectively. The Dice for the liver
and spleen achieving close to similar accuracy to current state-of-the-art fully-supervised
methods.
• An efficient method for propagating weak annotations for the tasks of organ-
based image retrieval and weakly-supervised medical image segmentation. We
propose a method that is an extension of our first contribution so as it becomes applicable
and scalable to a large dataset in an efficient manner. The proposed method consists in
encoding all the images in the dataset in a single random classification forest by optimising
an objective function at the nodes which includes information from all the images. The
method is then used to estimate correspondences between object-like supervoxels (that
represent the organs and various structures in the image) from all the images in the
dataset. Mutual correspondences are then extracted and iteratively extended and pruned
to produce robust supervoxel correspondences. The method can be applied on a large
dataset to perform organ-based image retrieval as well as propagate annotations for the
task of image segmentation with extremely minimal user input. The proposed method is
evaluated on a dataset of 150 abdominal CT images. For the task of organ-based image
retrieval, the method achieves high retrieval accuracy for the kidneys, liver, and spleen.
For the task of weakly-supervised image segmentation, our method can be used to provide
coarse segmentations for the entire dataset starting only from a small subset of images
(only 5) that are weakly annotated with a single semantic dot per organ.
1.6 Publications
The work in this thesis builds upon the following publications:
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Super-
voxel Classification Forests for Estimating Pairwise Image Correspondences. International
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Workshop on Machine Learning in Medical Imaging, Held in Conjunction with MICCAI,
94-101, 2015.
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Su-
pervoxel Classification Forests for Estimating Pairwise Image Correspondences, Pattern
Recognition, Volume 63, March 2017, Pages 561-569, ISSN 0031-3203
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Joint
Supervoxel Classification Forest for Weakly-Supervised Organ Segmentation. Interna-
tional Workshop on Machine Learning in Medical Imaging, Held in Conjunction with
MICCAI, 79-87, 2017.
1.7 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 contains an overview of the related work in the literature, notably in regards
to image segmentation in computer vision and medical image analysis.
• Chapter 3 presents the proposed method of using a random classification forest to estimate
correspondences between pairs of images. The method is evaluated on two datasets and
two different applications: multi-atlas segmentation and image alignment.
• Chapter 4 describes a proposed extension of an efficient graph-based bottom up over-
segmentation algorithm to 3D images. The over-segmentations are then used for the task
of weakly supervised image segmentation of an abdominal CT dataset annotated with a
variety of weak annotations.
• Chapter 5 describes the proposed extension of the method in Chapter 2 into a method
that is efficiently applicable on a large dataset of images. The method can be used to
obtain correspondences on a supervoxel level between all the images in the dataset. The
method is evaluated on the tasks of organ-based image retrieval and of weakly-supervised
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image segmentation of an abdominal CT dataset, starting from an extremely minimally
annotated subset of images.
• Chapter 6 provides a summary of the thesis and directions for potential future work.
Chapter 2
Background
One of the primary goals of this thesis is investigating weakly-supervised image segmentation
in large datasets. A large portion of research attempting to tackle this problem is in the com-
puter vision literature; we therefore start off this chapter by giving a broad overview from the
perspective of the computer vision literature. We then review some methods in medical image
segmentation that are relevant to our thesis. More extensive related work will be discussed
where relevant in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
2.1 Image Segmentation
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning an image into non-overlapping segments/regions
that share a specific property or have a more meaningful interpretation. For instance, it can be
the grouping of pixels that have similar intensities, form compact and homogeneous segments,
or belong to the same object (see Figure 2.1). More formally, if P is the set of all pixels in an
image, then segmenting an image into L segments is the process of grouping the pixels into L
disjoints subsets of pixels Rl such that P = ∪L1Rl. Alternatively, it can also be formulated as
the assignment of a label l(x) ∈ {1, . . . , L} to each pixel location x.
Image segmentation is an ill-posed problem as there can be multiple ways to partition an
image into disjoint segments. The segmentation technique used for a particular task is highly
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dependent on the application. In a medical image segmentation application, the goal is generally
segmenting the image in such a way such that the segments have a semantically meaningful
interpretation, i.e., segments that correspond to given organs.
Segmentation can be manual, semi-automatic, or automatic. In automatic segmentation,
a further distinction is made on whether the algorithm learns from data without any explicit
programming (a machine learning algorithm [166, 130]) or does not learn from data and is
explicitly programmed.
(a) Abdominal CT frontal slice (b) Segmentation based on organs.
(c) Segmentation into compact, homoge-
neous segments.
(d) Segmentation based on similar inten-
sity using k-mean with k = 8. Regions
are randomly coloured for visualisation.
Figure 2.1: Example of image segmentation applied on an abdominal CT slice. Image segmen-
tation can be different depending on the goal. Two examples are shown here, one based on
segmentation an image on an organ level and another based on image intensity clustering.
Manual segmentation is the most basic and consequently the most tedious method for seg-
menting images. This usually involves the user tracing, freehand, around the object of interest;
this needs to be done slice by slice in 3D images. The time involved in manual segmentation
can be reduced via the use of semi-automatic methods, which typically come in the form of
interactive segmentation that involves a combination of manual tracing and automatic tech-
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niques (e.g. active contour models [90] or intelligent scissors [137]) that speed up the manual
interaction.
2.1.1 Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning [166, 130] is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in which the aim is cre-
ating algorithms that learn from data without any explicit programming. In a typical machine
learning application, the goal of the algorithm is to learn a mapping f from some input data
point xi to an output scalar yi such that f(xi) = yi. To do so, the algorithm is provided with
a large number of training examples X = {xi, yi}N1 from which it can attempt to infer the
mapping function f . If the output scalar yi is a real number, the problem is called regression;
otherwise, if yi is a categorical label, it is called classification. Image segmentation can be
cast as a classification problem where the goal is to learn the mapping from each pixel to its
semantic label.
With automatic methods based on machine learning, the segmentation of an image is carried
out without any human interaction. Machine learning methods can be further categorised
based on the amount of human supervision that was involved in gathering and annotating the
data required to train them: fully supervised, semi supervised, weakly supervised, and
unsupervised.
Fully-supervised methods (e.g. [174, 131, 212, 66, 116]) rely on the availability of training
data, where, given a dataset of images, a subset has segmentations that have been provided
manually by one or many users. The segmentation task is cast as a classification problem
where the aim is predict for each pixel its semantic label. The training data is then used to
train classifiers, which are then applied on new unlabelled images to segment them. When
it comes to segmentation accuracy, fully-supervised methods typically perform the best, and
many of the state-of-the-art methods in semantic image segmentation are fully-supervised. The
success of such methods relies on the availability of a large training set, so as to account for the
variability in shape and appearance that can be encountered in the images. However, the main
difficulty is the task of obtaining a large number of manually segmented images for training.
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Semi-supervised and weakly-supervised methods attempt to address this issue by only relying
on a small subset of labelled or weakly-labelled images.
Semi-supervised methods [217] (e.g. [140, 47]) use a combination of labelled and weakly or
unlabelled data to train the classifiers. Typically only a few images are labelled, while the rest
of the images are unlabelled or weakly labelled.
Weakly-supervised methods (e.g. [6, 193, 159, 108, 54]) use data that are partially labelled
[185]. For example, the dataset can be annotated with tags or scribbles indicating which
objects are present in an image or with bounding boxes around the objects of interest. Weakly-
supervised methods appear in the literature with a variety of names, depending on the specific
constraints of the problem and the nature of the weak labels; these include: co-segmentation
(e.g. [157, 82, 194, 19]), co-localisation [50, 181], joint-segmentation [159, 160].
Unsupervised methods (e.g. [204, 99, 175]) work directly on unlabelled images and attempt
to segment objects in the unlabelled dataset by attempting to extract segments that are sta-
tistically dominant and which potentially could represent the objects. This problem is more
difficult to solve as there is no prior knowledge about the objects present in an image.
Figure 2.2 shows an illustrative example of the types of machine learning image segmentation
depending on the nature of the training data. An overview of image segmentation techniques
starting from bottom-up segmentation to co-segmentation and fully-supervised semantic image
segmentation can be found in [215].
2.1.2 Bottom-up Segmentation
Bottom-up segmentation is the process of segmenting a single image into regions without prior
knowledge of the objects in the image. The goal is to group the pixels in an image according
to some particular criterion. Without any prior knowledge about the objects in the image,
this type of segmentation could result in an object being over-segmented or under-segmented,
where a single object could be divided into multiple segments or a single segment could contain
multiple objects. This form of segmentation is also unsupervised; however, the main difference
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(a) Fully-supervised segmentation. All of the
training data is fully labelled.
(b) Semi-supervised segmentation. Some of
the training data is fully labelled with the rest
is unlabelled.
(c) Weakly-supervised segmentation. Some of
the training data is partially annotated (e.g.
with scribbles), while the rest is unlabelled.
(d) Unsupervised segmentation. All of the
training data is unlabelled.
Figure 2.2: Example of machine learning image segmentation based on the type and availability
of training data. Labels are highlighted in colour. Only a small subset of images are shown for
illustration.
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is that it is applied on a single image without exploiting any information from other unlabelled
images. Below we give an overview of bottom-up segmentation methods that we use in this
thesis.
2.1.2.1 Superpixels
A superpixel (supervoxel in 3D) is an over-segmentation of an image into regions such that
they share some common attributes and capture the local structures of an image. In this thesis
we will use the terms superpixel, regions, and segments interchangeably to refer to any type of
over-segmentation of an image.
It is argued [152] that pixels are not natural entities and are merely the result of the discretisa-
tion of the image. Compared to a pixel, a superpixel forms an intermediate image representation
and provides a more meaningful and compact representation. Many 2D superpixel methods
have been proposed [171, 40, 56, 132, 101, 191, 114, 4, 198].
Metrics that compare over-segmentation algorithms tend to measure how well the superpixels
adhere to the image intensity boundaries and how efficient they are to compute [3]. The
main advantage of superpixels is that they provide computational efficiency, by reducing the
number of building blocks of an image (compared to pixels), and they increase performance
of subsequent image processing steps. In addition, superpixels provide spatial support and
can improve object recognition [125]. This is why superpixels tend to be used as a primitive
component of many other computer vision methods for problems such as segmentation [71, 60,
211, 119, 197], depth estimation [221, 118], body model estimation [135], object localisation
[60], object recognition [75], and higher-order context priors [95], among others.
The majority of 2D superpixels algorithms are extendible to 3D supervoxels. In this thesis
we make use of two over-segmentation algorithms: SLIC [3], which is based on the k-mean
clustering alogrithm, and efficient graph-based segmentation algorithm [56].
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K-means Algorithm
K-means [123, 115] is a popular simple partitional clustering algorithm. Given a set of data
points {xi}N , xi ∈ Rd, the k-means algorithm attempts to find k clusters such that each data
point belongs to one of the clusters. Each cluster has an associated centroid point and the
algorithm attempts to minimise the sum of squared error between the points and the centroids.
It operates as follows:
1. Initialise K centroids randomly.
2. Assign each each data point xi to the nearest cluster set Ck, k ∈ {1...K}
xi ∈ Ck, if k = arg min
l
‖xi − cl‖. (2.1)







4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there is no change in cluster assignment or after the maximal
number of iterations has been reached.
If applied to pixel intensities, it can be used to cluster them into k clusters; however, the
clusters can end up being spatially non-local. Figure 2.1 (d) shows an example of using k-mean
to cluster pixels from an abdominal CT slice into 8 clusters based on their intensity.
Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC)
The SLIC superpixel algorithm [3] is based on the k-means clustering algorithm, except that
instead of being applied on the entire image, it is applied within overlapping subdivisions of the
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(a) Abdominal CT slice (b) Supervoxels randomly coloured
Figure 2.3: Example of supervoxel segmentation using the SLIC supervoxel algorithm on a 3D
abdominal CT volume. The input volume has 319 × 319 × 184 = 18724024 voxels, while the
output supervoxel segmentation has 3549 supervoxels. For visualisation, only a frontal slice is
shown.
image. When compared to other state-of-the-art methods, SLIC provides efficiency and good
adherence to image boundaries [4]. As we make use of the 3D extension of the algorithm to
generate supervoxels in Chapter 3, we describe the algorithm in the 3D setting.
SLIC starts by dividing the image into a 3D grid of overlapping cells of size 2dx × 2dy × 2dz,
such that dx × dy × dz is the expected supervoxel size. If the image has anisotropic spacing
(sx, sy, sz), the grid size is adjusted accordingly 2sxdx × 2sydy × 2szdz The voxels, in each cell,
are then clustered using the k-means clustering algorithm, where the centre of each kth cell is
used as initialisation for the kth centroid. For grey-scale images, the distance measure used for
the clustering is
|I(x, y, z)− Ik|+ m
d
√
sx(xk − x)2 + sy(yk − y)2 + sz(zk − z)2, (2.3)
where (x, y, z) is the position of a given voxel, I(x, y, z), its intensity, (xk, yk, zk), the position
of the kth centroid, Ik, the intensity of the k
th centroid, and d = (sxdx × sydy × szdz)1/3. m is
a compactness measure; the higher the value of m, the higher the weight of the position term
and the more regular, grid-like the supervoxels become.
The output of running SLIC on a 3D image is a set of approximately regularly-spaced super-
voxels that tend to adhere well to boundaries. Figure 2.3 shows an example of applying it on a
3D abdominal CT image. Figure 2.4 shows the effect that different values of the compactness
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parameter have on the appearance of supervoxels.
(a) m = 20. (b) m = 60. (c) m = 100.
(d) m = 140. (e) m = 160. (f) m = 200.
Figure 2.4: Example showing the effect of the compactness parameter m of the SLIC supervoxel
algorithm on a 3D abdominal CT volume. The higher the value of m, the more compact and
rigid the supervoxels become as they tend to adhere less to the intensity image boundaries. For
visualisation, only a frontal slice is shown.
Graph-based Segmentation
In graph-based supervoxel segmentation, each voxel v ∈ V is represented as a node in an
undirected graph G = (V,E). Each edge eij = (vi, vj) ∈ E has an associated weight w(vi, vj),
which is a non-negative similarity measure. The goal of graph-based segmentation is to partition
the nodes V into disjoint sets such that each set C corresponds to a subgraph G = (V,E ′)′,
where E ′ ∈ E and all the nodes have the same label.
The normalised cuts algorithm [171] attempts to partition the graph by attempting to group
the nodes such that the similarity between the nodes within a given set is high, while it is low
between all nodes belonging to different sets. The algorithm tends to be slow on large images,
with a complexity of O(N
3
2 ).
The efficient graph-based algorithm [56] (commonly referred to in the literature as FH
algorithm based on the authors’ last names) is an agglomerative clustering algorithm that starts
off with each voxel as a supervoxel and then proceeds with merging neighbouring supervoxels
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based on their similarity. Each supervoxel ends up being the minimum spanning tree of its
voxels. It is computationally efficient and has a complexity of O(N logN).
When applied to a 3D image, the algorithm starts by building a graph of neighbouring voxels
according to a 6-neighbourhood structure (higher neighbourhood structures can also be used).
The weight between two voxels p and q is taken as |I(p) − I(q)|. The edge weights are then
sorted in ascending order and then progressively merged. As the merging proceeds, the weight
between two supervoxels R1 and R2 is defined as the minimum voxel edge weight connecting
the two supervoxels:





The criterion used for determining whether two supervoxels should be merged is
w(R1, R2) < min(Int(R1) + τ(R1), Int(R2) + τ(R2)), (2.5)
where τ(R) = k|R| is a threshold that is proportional to the inverse size of the supervoxel, and
Int(R) is the internal difference of a component, which is defined as the maximal edge weight




The smaller the supervoxel, the larger the weight between it and a neighbouring supervoxel
needs to be to avoid them getting merged.
As a post-processing step, another pass is done over the edge list and two supervoxels are
merged if either one of the supervoxels has a size less than a pre-defined minimum size
|R1| < min size or|R2| < min size. (2.7)
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A direct use of the suggested weights (w(p, q) = |I(p)−I(q)|) in the 3D extension leads to noisy
supervoxels when applied on CT images (see Figure 2.5 (b)); this is due to the noise inherently
present in the images. Figure 2.5 (c) shows the result of using our proposed modification of the
weights, which is described in more detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.
(a) Abdominal CT slice (b) Standard weights as in [56].
(c) 3D extension of [56] as proposed in
Chapter 4.
Figure 2.5: Example of supervoxel segmentation using the graph-based segmentation algorithm
[56]. Supervoxels are randomly coloured. For visualisation, only a frontal slice is shown.
2.2 Interactive Image Segmentation
Accurate object segmentation with automatic methods is usually difficult to achieve. High-
level information, which is essential to recognise and accurately segment an object, tend not
to be fully captured by automatic methods. Interactive segmentation algorithms are a form
of semi-automatic segmentation where they elicit the aid of the user to provide some high-
level information to accurately segment the object [128]. They do so by asking the user to
impose constraints on the segmentation so as to guide the segmentation process. The end goal
of interactive segmentation is to be able to achieve accurate segmentation with minimal user
input. Figure 2.6 shows the usual process of an interactive segmentation system.
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Figure 2.6: An overview of the process of an interactive segmentation system.
Multiple semi-automatic methods have been proposed over the years: graph-cut [23, 22], edge-
based methods (such as live-wire [136, 137, 18] and active contours [90]), random walks [72],
and region-based methods [5, 139].
One of the most popular formulations of interactive segmentation are based on the graph-cut
method [23, 22]. The segmentation problem is formulated in terms of an energy minimisa-
tion framework in a Markov Random Field (MRF). The segmentation is treated as a labelling
problem whereby the goal is to find a label for each pixel in the image – in a binary setting it
would be ”object” and ”background”. The user provides the high-level information in the form
of scribbles/seeds for both object and background; these scribbles form the hard constraints
indicating that pixels corresponding to those scribbles should be part of the object or back-
ground (see Figure 2.7). The segmentation is then obtained by computing the global optimum
segmentation from all the segmentations that satisfy the hard constraints. The energy function
used for computing the optimum typically encodes the idea that connected regions belonging
to the same object should have the same label – this spatial smoothness and contrast sensi-
tivity is encouraged by the MRF. Additionally, the energy function can take into account the
appearance models of the object and background. Typically the appearance model would be
the intensity distributions and can be computed from the seed pixels provided by the user.
More details about graph-cut can be found in Appendix A.
Many different methods based on graph-cut have been proposed (e.g. [156, 105, 45]); one of
the most popular in the context of colour images is GrabCut [156], which employs graph-cut
in an iterative setting. Instead of scribbles, a bounding box is used: initially, all pixels inside
the bounding box are assigned to object, and all pixels outside are assigned to background (see
Figure 2.8). A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used to estimate the colour appearance
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Figure 2.7: On the left we have an example of an abdominal CT slice with seeds to segment
the liver. Blue scribbles represent background while red, represent the liver. On the right we
see the resulting 3D segmentation. From [22].
models based on the colour channels. Then at each step of the iterative algorithm, until
convergence, it alternates between segmenting the image using graph-cut with the refined colour
models and re-estimating the colour models. While GrabCut works well for colour images due to
the colour information present that aids in separating the object from background, it works less
well with monochromatic images as potentially some elements of background and foreground
share similar gray intensities.
GeoS [45], developed at Microsoft, is an interactive segmentation software based on graph-cut.
A combination of geodesic distance and restriction of search space during optimisation leads to
efficient and accurate interactive segmentation of 3D medical images.
Figure 2.8: GrabCut example. The initial user input is a bounding box around the object of
interest. Anything inside the bounding box is considered part of the object for the purpose of
constructing the initial appearance model of the object, while everything outside is considered
background. Source: [156].
A more detailed overview of interactive segmentation can be found at [78].
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2.3 Segmentation of Multiple Images
2.3.1 Co-segmentation
Co-segmentation methods aim to segment the same object from multiple images. They have
gained a considerable interest in the past few years [157, 82, 194, 19, 87, 91, 195, 33]. While
there is an ambuiguity as to what ”same object” actually means, the main definition of co-
segmentation as given in [194] is that the to-be-segmented object has to have a similar ap-
pearance model in all the images, while the backgrounds are arbitrarily different. There is a
particular emphasis that the backgrounds should vary in at least some of the images [195]:
this assumption is essential to avoid the entire image being segmented as a single object, as,
otherwise, the appearance model of the whole image would match. A co-segmentation problem
can be seen as a special case of the more unconstrained problem of multi-class unsupervised
and weakly-supervised image segmentation. Co-segmentation methods assume that there is
a single dominant object in the images; however, there have been extensions to multi-object
images [87, 88].
The co-segmentation problem is typically formulated in an energy minimisation framework via
an MRF; however, what differs between the methods is the way in which the dependencies be-
tween the images are incorporated, i.e. what constraints are imposed on the appearance model.
[194] provides a comparison of different models and optimisations. Some approaches model the
dependencies via a common appearance model (i.e. the intensity histogram) and segment the
images individually using that common model [19]; others assume that the appearances of the
common object are similar across images and model the similarity by incorporating a similarity
measure between the histograms in one common energy function [82]. Alternative approaches
for co-segmentation have also been considered; in [14], a self-similarity descriptor is used to
detect a common object amongst a collection of images. However, the method does not scale
well to large datasets. An automatic recommendation system is proposed in [19] that suggests
where the user should provide additional information next (in the form of scribbles indicating
background or foreground) in order to best improve the segmentation. The recommendation
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system is based on a set of local and global measures, representing the amount of uncertainty,
to guide the user scribbles. This approach is based on active learning, i.e. the machine learn-
ing algorithm is allowed to choose the data from which it learns; an approach which normally
should improve accuracy and reduce the amount of training [167].
In an attempt to scale the co-segmentation for large datasets using an unsupervised method, i.e.
without user input, the technique in [32] follows a different approach. Each image is initially
segmented individually using GrabCut [156] by assuming that the object of interest is centred
within the image. Each image is then over-segmented into superpixels and have a label (object
or background) assigned to them based on the initial pixel segmentation. Then, using all the
superpixels in the dataset, a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to learn a separating
hyperplane. Each superpixel is then reclassified according to the learnt hyperplane. Back at
each image, GrabCut is reapplied independently after updating the appearance models using
the relabelled superpixels.
Extensions of co-segmentation to multi-object co-segmentation have been proposed. In [87, 88],
maximum-margin clustering [210] is used to perform multi-object co-segmentation. The method
consists in using an SVM, or any other supervised method that has a measure of maximum
margin, to assign labels to the data such that if the the SVM classifier were applied on the data
it would yield the highest maximum margin separation.
2.3.2 Label Propagation
As an alternative to learning-based methods for semantic segmentation, non-parametric-based
methods [113, 184, 182, 112, 161] have been investigated. These methods require no training
at all, and they rely instead on the availability of a large annotated dataset from which to
propagate/transfer annotations. The advantage of non-parametric techniques is that no re-
training is required when adding new images to the dataset and there is no need to pre-define a
specific number of classes. The general framework in [113, 184, 182, 112] is as follows: given a
query image, retrieve the set of nearest neighbours from the dataset of fully labelled images (this
can be done by comparing global image features for example). Dense pixel-wise correspondences
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are then computed between the query image and each one of the images in the retrieved set.
In [112], the dense correspondences are obtained via SIFT-flow [113]. Based on the obtained
correspondences, the labels are warped and propagated to the query image. An MRF is then
used to regularise the segmentation and obtain the final labelling.
In [161, 160] they investigate label propagation with the presence of sparse annotations. They
construct a large dense nearest neighbour pixel-wise graph (using SIFT-flow) between all the
labelled and unlabelled images in the dataset and perform inference on the graphical model in
an iterative fashion using Expectation Maximisation.
The main drawback of the above methods, however, is the computational bottleneck of com-
puting dense pixel-wise correspondences: memory requirements quickly become prohibitive for
large datasets. In attempts to overcome some of the issues of dense pixel-wise correspodences,
[182] retrieve nearest neighbours to a query image from the dataset using superpixel correspon-
dences based on feature matching; accuracies tend to be similar to pixel-wise methods [112].
In [70], an approximate K-nearest neighbour graph based on PatchMatch [17] is used to speed
up the building of a graph over all the images in the dataset and transfer labels from labelled
to unlabelled images.
Figure 2.9: System overview of the technique in [112]. Source: [112].
GrabCut [156] inspired methods [96, 76] have also been proposed for the task of propagating
labels from labelled to unlabelled images. Segmentation on the dataset is carried out recursively,
where, at a given step, a subset of images are segmented, and then, at the next step, those
images are used to provide an initial labelling for GrabCut to segment other similar unlabelled
images in the dataset.
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Figure 2.10: The resulting graph of image correspondences of the technique in [112]. Source:
[112].
Figure 2.11: Example of segmentation output of the technique in [112]. Source: [112].
2.4 Medical Image Registration
Image registration [27, 124] is the process of aligning two 2D/3D images or more to a common
reference frame. The process consists in estimating the parameters of a transformation function
T from image A to B such that the application of the estimated transformation on image A
results in its alignment with image B in a way that maximises their similarity.
Image registration is important in medical image analysis as it can be used for key applications,
such as change detection and image fusion. In change detection, the goal is the detection of
differences between images taken at different times of the same subject, e.g.: detection of pre-
and post-contrast agent changes, detection of structural changes from pre- and post-surgical
intervention, or tracking tumour growth pre- and post-treatment. In image fusion, it is used
to align images of a subject obtained from different imaging modalities so as to compare and
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extract information.
Registration involves three components:
• Transformation model: the transformation can be linear, where it is global and inde-
pendent of the position in the image (e.g. any global combination of translation, rotation,
shear, and scale) or non-linear, where the transformation is dependant on the position in
the image (e.g. using free-form deformation based on B-splines [162]). The former is less
computationally expensive than the latter.
• Objective function: this quantifies the similarity between the images, which can be
computed based on voxels or image features.
• Optimisation method: a process that allows reaching maximal similarity between the
images based on the objective function and with respect to the transformation model.
In this thesis, we only make use of rigid and affine registration.
2.4.1 Rigid Registration
Rigid registration involves applying transformations that only involve translations and rota-
tions. For 3D images, it has 6 degrees of freedom (3 for translation and 3 for rotation). The
rigid transformation model is formulated as
T (x) = Rx + t, (2.8)
where R is an orthogonal 3D rotation matrix, x ∈ R3 is the 3D coordinates vector of a voxel,
and t ∈ R3 is a translation vector.
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2.4.2 Affine Registration
Affine registration allows for shearing and scaling in addition to translation and rotation; it
has 12 degrees of freedom (with an additional 3 for shearing and 3 for scaling). The affine
transformation model is formulated as
T (x) = Ax + t, (2.9)
where A is 9-parameter matrix, x ∈ R3 is the 3D coordinates vector of a voxel, and t ∈ R3 is
a translation vector.
2.5 Medical Image Segmentation
The goal of medical image segmentation is to group pixels into regions corresponding to anatom-
ical structures. This means that some pixels within a region can have different appearance
properties, yet still belong to the same region defined by an anatomical structure. Regions
can correspond to organs on a coarse level or on a fine-detailed level. Figure 2.12 shows an
examples of this. After medical images are segmented, they can be used to study in more
detail the segmented anatomical regions, carry out further analysis, compute the volume of
an organ, compute the volume of a tumour for surgical planning, measure the effectiveness of
cancer treatment in reducing the size of the tumour, among other things.
Currently, the best way to segment a medical image is manually by an experienced annotator;
this is done using interactive segmentation software [23, 22, 45]. Medical images are usually in
3D, which makes the process of manual segmentation even more tedious and time-consuming
than it already is with 2D images, and it cannot be scaled to large datasets of medical images.
Apart from a particular clinical use, manual segmentations of medical images are useful for the
development of automatic segmentation methods, as they can be used as training data and as
ground truth for comparing the performance of automatic methods.
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Figure 2.12: Example of fine-detailed and coarse kidney segmentation. The left image is a
cropped out slice of the right kidney. The middle image shows a fine-detailed segmentation of
the kidney, highlighting some of its internal structure (cortex, medulla, and collecting system).
The right image is a coarse segmentation of the kidney, where the entire organ is highlighted.
Adapted from [22].
Nonetheless, manual segmentation can still be prone to error: segmentations can vary between
annotators and errors can be introduced due to fatigue or different segmentation protocols.
Annotators might have different interpretations for ambiguous voxels [97]. To attempt to
reduce human error, an image is usually segmented by multiple human annotators and the
later fused; this further increasing the amount of work.
Supervised methods require pre-annotated data for training, which can be a problem if the
task of annotating the images manually is time-consuming. In addition, there is quite a lot of
anatomical variation between images, which means that a large set of annotated images are
required so as to account for the variability. Multiple different automatic methods have been
proposed throughout the years: deformable models [42, 129], atlas-based [153, 92, 79, 8], and
patch-based [43, 158, 15], among other methods.
Reviews of some of the medical image segmentation techniques that have been proposed over
the past few years can be found in [145, 122, 169, 84].
2.5.1 Atlas-based Image Segmentation
An atlas is an image for which ground truth labels are available and were provided by a trained
annotator; it is another term used to refer to a manually labelled image. The annotator usually
relies on an interactive segmentation software.
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A typical approach in atlas-based segmentation is: some form of correspondence (rigid or non-
rigid) is established between the to-be-segmented/target image and the atlas. Then the labels
from the atlas are transferred/propagated/warped to the target image. Initial approaches (e.g.
[16, 9, 39, 48, 85]) relied on image registration to obtain the correspondence between the atlas
and the target image. Due to the anatomical variability, methods using non-linear registration
usually perform better [145]. These methods are known as registration-based segmentation [84]
or atlas-guided approaches [145].
A single atlas rarely yields good segmentation accuracy [84]; therefore, multiple atlases are used
to transfer segmentations to the target image. This approach is called Multi-Atlas Segmentation
(MAS), or Multi-Atlas Label Propagation (MALP), and has been shown to be quite effective
[153, 92, 79, 8, 165, 117]. The set of atlases used to propagate labels from can have an impact
on the segmentation accuracy. Up to a certain limit, the more atlases that are used, the better
the accuracy [79]; however, the accuracy eventually plateaus and can begin to degrade when
too many atlases are used. It has been shown in [8] that a judicious selection of a subset of
atlases that best match the target image leads to better segmentation accuracy when compared
to a random subset selection. Figure 2.13 shows a general overview of MALP. Multi-atlas
segmentation follows the similar concepts as in label transfer/propagation in computer vision
as discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.13: A general overview of MALP.
Segmentations transferred from multiple atlases need to be fused in order to obtain the final
segmentation – a process which is referred to as label fusion. Different label fusion schemes
have been proposed; a comparison between different fusion schemes can be found in [12]. Here
we list only a few:
Majority Vote This is the simplest scheme and it has been shown to yield good performance
[79, 8]. It works as follows: at a given voxel location x, each atlas i votes for a given label li(x)
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from a set of labels {1, . . . , L}. The label that receives the largest number of votes is the label





[li(x) = c], (2.10)
where [a = b] is an indicator function which takes the value of 1 only if a = b; otherwise, 0.
Weighted Majority Vote Another scheme for fusing labels is introducing weights in the





wi(x)× [li(x) = c], (2.11)
where wi(x) is the weight from i
th at voxel location x. The weights can be global, with one
constant weight per atlas, such that wi(x) = wi,∀x. The global weights encode the similarity
between the atlases and the target image. A simple measure would be taking the Sum-of-
Squared Difference (SSD) between each atlas and the target image. Alternatively, weights
proportional to the normalised mutual information between the target image and the atlases
after they have been registered can also be used ([11]). The weights can be local such that
wi(x) varies depending on the local similarity between the atlases and the target image at a
location x.
2.5.2 Patch-based Image Segmentation
Most MALP methods rely on image registration to obtain one-to-one correspondences between
the atlases and the target image. Image registration can still lead to misalignment if there is
large anatomical variability between the target image and the atlases. Non-rigid registration
performs better than rigid registration as it attempts to elastically deform the atlas to match
the target; however, it is much more computationally expensive than rigid registration.
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Patch-based image segmentation [43, 158, 15, 200] methods, on the other hand, forgo the
reliance on one-to-one correspondence, and make the assumption that similar patches within
a local neighbourhood of the atlas and the target image are more likely to have similar labels.
Figure 2.14 provides an overview of patch-based segmentation. Adopting such an approach
can potentially better handle issue due to registration inaccuracies and the inherent subject
variability between the target image and atlases. The label fusion in [43] is carried out using











where all the voxels within the search radius Vi(x) surrounding the voxel at location x are
used to compute the label. The weight wi between two voxels x and y is a function of their
surrounding patches x and P (y):
wi(x,y) =

exp(− ||P (x)−P (y)||2)
h
), if ss(P (x), P (y)) > t
0, otherwise.
(2.13)
ss is a structure similarity measure [201] and is taken as










with µ, σ, and σxy being respectively the mean, standard deviation, and covariance of the
patches. c1 and c2 are constants to avoid divisions by zero.
The search for similar patches in the atlas library can still be computationally expensive. In
an attempt to accelerate the search for patches, [179] propose using PatchMatch [17], which
is an algorithm for computing dense approximate nearest neighbour correspondences between
patches from two or more images.
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Figure 2.14: An overview of patch-based segmentation. Given a voxel from the to-be-segmented
image, the patch P (xi) (in green) is compared to all the patches within a search range Vi in all
the N atlases. Once the patches from the atlases with the highest weights have been found (in
light blue), they are fused using non-local means fusion. (Source: [43])
2.5.2.1 PatchMatch
PatchMatch [17] is an efficient randomised algorithm for finding nearest neighbours of patches
between two images. The efficiency comes from the assumption that if a patch p(x) in image
A, centred at x, matches to a patch q(x′) in image B, centred at x′, then their neighbours,
p(x + dx) and q = (x′+ dx), will most likely match too, when dx is a small offset. The output
of PatchMatch is a Nearest Neighbour Field that represents the offsets that map each patch in
image Ii to a patch in image Ij. For a patch p centred at x, we denote f(x) as the offset, such
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Figure 2.15: An overview of PatchMatch: (a) Initialisation phase: patch are initially randomly
assigned. (b) Propagation phase: the blue patch looks up the offset of its neighbouring patches
(green and red) and checks whether any one of those offsets is better than its current one; if
so, it takes that offset. (c) the blue patch searches randomly within a radius around its current
match for a better offset. (Source: [17])
that p is mapped to a patch q at x + f(x) in Ij. The cost of a match is computed as the sum
of squared difference between the patches.
Overview
PatchMatch is composed of three phases: initialisation, propagation, and random search. Dur-
ing initialisation, the Nearest Neighbour Field (NNF) is assigned random values, i.e. each patch
in image Ii is randomly assigned to a patch in image Ij. This is followed by an iterative process
of propagation and random search. The propagation steps checks for each patch whether the
offset from its neighbour yields a lower costs than the current offset, and if it does, then f(x)
is updated. In an attempt to further improve the match, a random search is carried out within
the vicinity of the best offset found so far. The offsets can be constrained to be within a given
range, or unconstrained.
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2.6 Decision Forests for Medical Image Analysis
Decision forest and its variants are one of the most popular supervised ensemble machine
learning algorithms that have been used in medical image analysis [62, 142, 131, 44, 66, 219,
46, 218, 144]; this is mainly due to their accuracy, robustness, scalability, and flexibility of
use for classification and regression tasks. Succesful applications include: multi-organ semantic
segmentation in CT images [131]; anatomy detection and localisation in CT images via the use
of regression forests [142], and in MRI images via the use of random ferns [141]; segmention
of the proximal femur [110]; generating spatial priors so as to initialise image registration
[67]; multi-atlas label propagation by encoding the atlases as forests [218]; and brain lesion
delineation [62, 219].
Decision forests are an ensemble learning method that can easily work with any number of
classes. A particular variant is random forest [24], where randomness is injected into the forest
by two means: random feature selection and bagging (bootstrap aggregation) [25]. The latter
is the process of training each tree on a random subset of the training data (with replacement);
this has been shown to improve generalisation and reduce the model variance, even on high
dimension data [31], where irrelevant features are discarded during training.
Random forests scale well to 3D images, especially when simply cuboid features are used that
are simpler to the Haar-like features as proposed in [196]. These features are efficient to compute
via the use of integral images [102, 196], such that the sum of intensities inside a cuboid of any
size can be computed in constant time. Due to the nature of medical images, where anatomical
structures follow a certain pattern, context around voxels plays an important role in improving
classification [213]. Context can easily be integrated using the cuboid features by evaluating
them at a given offset from a voxel.
2.6.1 Random Forest Method Details
Random forests [24] are a collection of binary decision trees. A tree consists of a set of nodes
such that each node can either be a leaf node or an internal node with two child nodes. The
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nodes are chained such as to form paths starting at root node and terminating at leaf nodes. As
with all supervised machine learning methods, they involve two stages: training and testing.
Training involves constructing the tree and learning its parameters based on the available
training data, while testing is the process of applying the learnt trees on previously unseen test
data.
We denote the training set as S = {vk, ck}N1 ; vk ∈ Rd is a feature response vector (in the case
of a 3D image, it would be that of a particular voxel vk) and ck ∈ C, its label.
Each mth node has a binary weak classifier (decision stump) r(v, θm) = [φm(v) − τm] with a
set of parameters θm = {φm, τm}; φm(v) is a filter function that selects one component of the
feature vector v and τm is a scalar threshold. The weak classifier r serves as a split function
that determines whether a given sample should go down the left or the right child node. For a




Training a tree involves finding at each mth node the optimal parameters θˆm, via maximisation
of an objective function h(Sm, SmL , S
m
R , θm). Due to the random feature selection, each node
has access to a limited number nf  d of randomly generated values for φm. For each selection
of feature φm, the value for the threshold τm is computed via a grid search; this is done by
first computing the maximal and minimal values of φm of the samples at the node; the range
between the minimal and maximal value is then divided into equally spaced bins, with the
optimal value of τm chosen as the one that maximises the objective function h. The winning
feature out of the nf features evaluated at the node is the one that has the maximal value of
the objective function. The randomness at each node and training on a random subset of the
samples (bagging) [25] ensures decorrelation between trees, which has been shown to improve
generalisation, by decreasing the variance and reducing over-fitting. Starting from the root
node, the samples are recursively split up into two subsets based on the optimal split, with a
subset going down each child node. Once a stopping criteria is met –such as maximal depth,
minimal sample count, or no change in the objective function– the node becomes a leaf and the
distribution of samples that reached it is stored as a posterior probability pt(c|v).
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Testing involves passing the test data points down the learnt trees, with points going down
left or right, depending on their response to the split function found during training, until
reaching the leaf nodes (see Figure 2.16). The outputs from all the T trees in the forest are






The final label of a data point is obtained by selecting the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) label
as
cˆ = arg max
c
p(c|v). (2.16)
For a classification forest, the objective function h at a node with samples S is the information










p(c) log p(c) (2.18)
is the discrete Shannon entropy [168] and p(c) is the normalised empirical histogram of the
labels of the training samples in S. When there is uneven distribution of labels in the training
set, a re-weighting of the empirical histogram of labels p(c) is done by multiplying p(c) with
N
Nc
; N is the total number of samples and Nc is the number of samples that have the label c.
We do this as training from imbalanced data can result in a classifier being biased towards the
most frequent label [77].
A regression forest, unlike a classification forest, maps an input into a continuous output. c ∈ R
in this case is a continuous value as opposed to being a discrete label. The objective function
h typically used in this case [26] is the error of the fit
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Figure 2.16: During testing, a data point is passed down through the nodes of each one of
the trees in the forest until reaching the leaf nodes. The final probability is the average of the








(c− c¯i)2 , (2.19)
where S is the set of samples at a given node and c¯ be is the mean value of the outputs of the
samples in S.
For further details about decision forests, an excellent in depth review can be found at [44].
2.7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter we have provided an overview of image segmentation methods in both the com-
puter vision and medical image analysis literatures. Interactive image segmentation methods
are used quite often for medical image segmentation; however, the limitation in applying such
techniques on large datasets of medical images is the tedious amount of work that would be re-
quired. The methods that provide the best image segmentation results are the ones that rely on
fully-supervised algorithms, with current state-of-the-art methods being based on deep learn-
ing [116, 154]. The main drawback of fully-supervised methods is that many manually labelled
images are required to reach a high level of accuracy. In computer vision, manually-labelled
images abound; however, that is not the case for medical images.
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The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of efficiently segmenting a
dataset with extremely minimal user interaction. Exploiting redundant and similar information
from an unlabelled datasets requires the propagation of information between the data. A
key component of any label propagation is that there needs to be an element that allows the
establishment of correspondences between images in order to allow the sharing and propagation
of information between them. When dealing with 3D medical images, there are two points to
highlight: (1) the number of voxels is significantly greater than in the case of 2D images, and
(2) context plays an important role in the recognition and segmentation of medical images
[213]. For the first point, constructing a dense graph of voxel-wise correspondences over a large
dataset of 3D images is not feasible due to the memory bottleneck and computational time
(for comparison, the label propagation method from [161] uses dense correspondences for label
propagation on 2D images and takes 160 hours for a dataset of 1000 images). Therefore, the
best current alternative is using supervoxels, which would considerably reduce the number of
elements and would make the problem tractable. In this thesis, we will therefore be using
supervoxels as a main component of our proposed methods. For the second point, context
information needs to be included as features for supervoxels, regardless of their size and shape.
In medical images, context information at a large distance has been shown to be helpful in
discriminating between organs in CT images [142]. Random forest, for which we have provided
details is this chapter, is a popular machine learning algorithm in medical image analysis,
mainly due to its efficiency and scalability, and the ease with which context information around
a voxel can be incorporated. In this thesis, we will therefore make use of random forests as our
main machine learning algorithm.
In the next chapter, we describe our proposed method for estimating correspondences on a
supervoxel level between pairs of images; it relies on using random forests without any prior
label annotations.
Chapter 3
Supervoxel Classification Forests for
Estimating Image Correspondences
This chapter is based on the following publications:
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Super-
voxel Classification Forests for Estimating Pairwise Image Correspondences. International
Workshop on Machine Learning in Medical Imaging, 94-101, 2015.
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Su-
pervoxel Classification Forests for Estimating Pairwise Image Correspondences, Pattern
Recognition, Volume 63, March 2017, Pages 561-569, ISSN 0031-3203
3.1 Introduction
Establishing correspondences between images is a fundamental and important problem in many
medical image analysis tasks. One of the main applications that require correspondences be-
tween two or more images is image registration. To this end, dedicated image registration tech-
niques have been developed and successfully employed in fully automated analysis pipelines
[222]. Many of these techniques work best when applied on particular types of images, such as
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brain scans, where simple initialisation strategies work well. In general settings, however, the
to-be-registered images might capture very different fields of view, as is often the case in pre-
and post-operative abdominal scans, pre- and post-contrast images, as well as many different
applications. In such settings, estimating an initial alignment can be quite challenging if no
prior information is available. It can be beneficial to utilise anatomy recognition and landmark
detection methods, which provide spatial priors for registration [67]. However, this requires
an annotated image dataset for training, and obtaining a large number of manually annotated
images can be tedious, costly, and time-consuming. Atlas-based segmentation and analysis
techniques also require a form of correspondence between single or multiple pairs of images;
many state-of-the-art methods [80, 173, 111, 38] make use of non-rigid registration to do so,
which is computationally expensive; it can still fail when there is high inter-subject anatomical
variability and/or when there is a significant difference in the field of view of the pair of images.
In the particular case of abdominal images, there tends to be large differences in location and
shape of the organs, with the most problematic organ being the pancreas due to its highly
deformable nature. Some methods [43, 15, 179, 183] attempt to alleviate the computational
burden of using non-rigid registration and only use rigid registration, with attempts to correct
the registration inaccuracies further down the segmentation pipeline, mostly on a patch level.
In this chapter, we propose a novel general method for estimating initial pairwise correspon-
dences between images, which does not require any prior information or manual annotations.
To do so, we employ random classification forests [24], but, in contrast to previous work, class
labels for training are generated automatically. Our method consists of over-segmenting a pair
of images into supervoxels. We then train a random forest classifier on one of the images – the
source image – by using its supervoxels indices as voxel-wise class labels. Applying the forest
on the other image – the target image – yields a supervoxel label prediction for each of its
voxels. Majority voting is then carried out within the supervoxels of the target image, where
each voxel casts a vote as to what the final supervoxel label should be. The final labelling
yields correspondences between the supervoxels of the two images. Compact supervoxels that
are arranged in a grid-like fashion are an ideal representation for semi-densely distributed corre-
spondences; the smaller the supervoxels, the denser the correspondences that can be obtained.
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Supervoxels tend to follow image intensity boundaries; this make it possible to perform match-
ing between regions that have different shapes and avoids the constraints of rectangular-shaped
patches that tend to contain elements from multiple anatomical regions. Our method relaxes
the one-to-one matching assumption between images as it outputs correspondence predictions
for each supervoxel independently. Having a set of initial correspondences between two im-
ages, on a supervoxel level, can help solve the initialisation problem for many image analysis
tasks such as atlas/patch-based segmentation [79, 43], registration, and atlas construction. The
main advantage of our supervoxel classification forest (SVF) method is that it does not rely on
any prior manual annotations, making it possible to train a random forest on an unlabelled
image. In addition, it is computationally more efficient to compute correspondences between
supervoxels than it is with patches, due to the greatly reduced number of elements.
3.2 Related Work
Applications that use random forests [142, 131, 44, 218] for medical image analysis typically
rely on the availability of labelled images, which is in contrast to our proposed method: the
labels for training are generated automatically. While, traditionally, forests are trained on a
dataset containing many images, the idea of encoding a single labelled image (or “atlas”) as a
random forest [218] has been proposed recently in the context of multi-atlas label propagation.
Similarly, we use the idea of encoding a single source image using a random forest; however,
we encode the image into a collection of compact homogeneous regions that are obtained auto-
matically using a supervoxel segmentation algorithm. Supervoxels allow the grouping of voxels
into locally consistent regions that have similar appearance characteristics, thereby reducing
redundancy and computational complexity. The supervoxel labels can then be used to predict
similar supervoxels in another target image. We are not aware of previous work that has used
supervoxels as label entities in classification forests, in particular, with the aim of establishing
image correspondences.
In [67], random classification forests are used to provide spatial priors to initialise image reg-
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istration, and it has been shown that using priors yields improved registration of spine CT
images. Their method relies on the availability of annotated images. Our method can be
used for the similar task of providing priors for registration, except that there is no need for
annotated images for training.
Random forests have been used to train on unlabelled data before, mainly in the context of
density estimation [44] and clustering [24, 172]. For density estimation, the forest, also called
density forest, is trained on unlabelled data by assuming multi-variate Gaussian distributions
over feature responses at the split nodes. For clustering, the forest is used to extract a similarity
measure between data points, where two data points are considered similar if they both end up
in the same leaf node of a tree. The outputs from multiple trees are then aggregated to obtain a
similarity measure between points. A similarity measure can be extracted from unlabelled data
by training a binary random forest classifier that attempts to distinguish between ”observed”
data and synthetic data [172]. The former is the original unlabelled data, while the latter is
generated from a suitable reference distribution. Our approach differs in that it is multi-class,
and we assign labels directly to the ”observed” data and forgo the need of using synthetic data.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
The aim of our method is to estimate correspondences between a set of image regions, i.e.
supervoxels. Let Ii be an image that is over-segmented into distinct regions represented by an
indexed family of sets SV i = {svik}k∈Ci . The image, therefore, consists of |SV i| supervoxels,
with the index set Ci = {1, ..., |SV i|} denoting the distinct indices/labels of the supervoxels.
Each supervoxel svik = {vil}|sv
i
k|
1 , in turn, is a set of voxels v
i
l . With N
i representing the total
number of voxels in the image, we have
∑
k |svik| = N i.
Establishing correspondences, on a supervoxel level, from an image Ii to an image Ij consists of
finding a mapping function gij : C
i → Cj that maps each supervoxel index from Ci to an index
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in Cj so that ∀l ∈ Ci,∃c ∈ Cj | gij(l) = c. To obtain a mapping from Ci to Cj, we propose
using random classification forests.
3.3.1.1 Mutual Correspondences
As a means to prune out incorrect correspondences we restrict the correspondences only to
the mutual set and associate a matching score to each correspondence. From a set of pairwise
correspondences, we obtain a mutual set of correspondences as follows:
Strict mutual Given two images Ii and Ij, and the associated set of correspondences from
image Ii to Ij, and vice versa, a strict mutual set of correspondences is the set of pairs
{(c, l)|gij(c) = l, gji(l) = c, c ∈ Ci, l ∈ Cj}.
Figure 3.1: Example of strict mutual correspondences illustrated on a 1-dimensional graph. A1
and A2 have a strict mutual correspondences, i.e. A1 connects to A2 and A2 connects to A1;
similarly with B1 and C2 (in green). Any other correspondences are pruned out (diagram on
the right).
Soft mutual Given two images Ii and Ij, and the associated set of correspondences from
image Ii to Ij, and vice versa, a soft mutual set of correspondences is the set of pairs such that
{(c, l)|gij(c) = l, gji(l) = k, c ∈ Ci, k ∈ Ci, l ∈ Cj, d(c, k) < τ}. d(c, k) is the distance between
the two supervoxel centroids and τ is a threshold.
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Figure 3.2: Example of soft mutual correspondences illustrated on a 1-dimensional graph. B1
and C2 have a strict mutual correspondence (in green). C1 connects to B2 and B2 connects to
D1, which is C1’s neighbour. The distance between C1 and D1 is less than the threshold τ , while
all other remaining correspondences have distances larger than the threshold; therefore, C1 and
B2, and B2 and D1 have soft mutual correspondences (in yellow). Any other correspondences
are pruned out (diagram on the right)
3.3.2 Random Forests
We use the random forest framework as described in Section 2.6.1. The main difference in
our method is the nature of the training data: we only train a forest on a single image at a
time using the image’s voxels as data points, and we assign automatically generated labels to
each voxel using a supervoxel segmentation algorithm. Figure 3.3 provides an overview of the
application of a random classification forest as it pertains to our proposed method. We denote
the training set as S = {vk, ck}N1 ; vk is the feature response vector of voxel vk and ck ∈ C is
its label.
Coordinate regression forest We will also be comparing our method with a coordinate
regression forest, which, similarly, can be used for estimating correspondences; however, the
outputted correspondence are dense. To use a coordinate regression forest for dense correspon-
dences, each voxel v has its coordinate position assigned as its label c = (x, y, z). The objective









where S is the set of samples at a given node, and c¯ is the mean position vector of the samples
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Figure 3.3: An overview of random forests. Voxels from a single image are used to train each
tree. During testing, a voxel starts at the root node and, depending on its response to the
binary split function at each node (circle), it is sent left or right until it reaches a leaf node
(square). The posterior probability distributions from the reached leaf nodes are then averaged
to obtain a final label posterior distribution.
in S.
3.3.2.1 Appearance Features
Similarly to [67, 142, 218], we use a set of context appearance features, which consist of local
mean intensities and mean intensity differences between two different cuboids (see Figure 3.4).
These features are similar to the Haar features popularised by the Viola-Jones seminal paper
[196].
The filter function φ(v) : Rd → R (as described in Section 2.6.1) can be replaced with a function
ψ(x) : R3 → R that takes as input the position x of a voxel and directly computes the value of
the appearance feature at a given node. Using the function ψ(x) is much more efficient than
pre-computing a feature vector v per voxel and then using a filter function φ(v) to select one
component from the vector. The size of the vector v can become extremely large when there
is a large number of features that need to be pre-computed. Given that we only consider a
random limited subset of features nf at each node, ψ(x) allows us to efficiently compute the
features only when required. ψ(x) computes the value of an appearance feature based on the
following parameters:
• a pair of offsets (∆x0,∆x1) ∈ R3 × R3;
• a pair of size parameters (s0, s1) ∈ R3×R3, where a given s characterises the dimensions
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of a cuboid centred at position u; we denote Bs(u) as the mean intensity of the voxels
within the cuboid B centred at u and of size s;
• b ∈ {0, 1} is a binary value that indicates whether to take, as a feature response, the
intensity difference between two cuboids or only the value from a single cuboid.
Let κ = {s0, s1,∆x0,∆x1, b} denote the set of parameters. Calling ψ(x) nf times at a given node
computes a new random feature value by sampling the parameters κ from uniform distributions.
A range is defined for each parameter in κ from which to uniformly sample from. s varies
between a minimum and maximum cuboid size; ∆x varies between a minimum and maximum
offset.
Figure 3.4: Appearance features. For visualisation purposes, the features are displayed as
projections on a frontal slice. The voxel context appearance features are computed as mean
intensities of 3D cuboids, located at different offsets from the position of the tested voxel. A
pair of images is shown and a set of two cuboids are displayed around the voxel at position x
on the left image and at x′ on the right image; although there are variations between the pair
of images, the evaluated features could still be used to classify the voxel based on its context.
Given some choice of values for the parameters in κ, the feature response for a voxel at x in
image I is
ψκ(x) = Bs0(x + ∆x0)− b×Bs1(x + ∆x1). (3.1)
These features are efficient to compute via the use of 3D integral images (also known as summed-
area table), which is a method for computing the sum of values in a rectangular subset of a
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grid of any size in constant time.
For a 3D image, an integral image IS is an image where the entry at position (x, y, z) is the
sum of all voxel values located at positions less than x, y, and z, i.e.:





I(x′, y′, z′). (3.2)
The local mean intensity value Bs(x) can then be computed in constant time regardless the
size of the cuboid as
Bs(x) = (IS(G)− IS(H))− (IS(F )− IS(E))− ((IS(C)− IS(D))− (IS(B)− IS(A))), (3.3)
where A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are the positions as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Integral Image. Computation of the mean intensity value located inside the cuboid
Bs(x) (yellow) is done by looking up the values at the 8 different positions (A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, H) in the integral image.
3.3.2.2 Node Optimisation
Samples at a non-leaf node m are diverted left or right based on the binary output of
[ψκˆm(x) < τˆ
m]. (3.4)
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Node optimisation consists in finding the optimal set of parameters κˆm and the threshold value










p(c) log p(c) (3.6)
is the entropy of the empirical histogram of the supervoxel labels of the samples S at node m.
We perform the optimisation as follows: at a given node m, nf feature values are evaluated
based on nf randomly sampled parameters {κmi }nf1 . For each κmi , we compute the optimal
threshold τˆmi , which is obtained via a grid search, i.e. by uniformly dividing the response space
into nthresholds and choosing the value that maximises the information gain. Finally, the set of
parameters {κˆmi ,τˆmi } that has the maximum information gain value is chosen as the optimal
set and is stored at the node.
3.3.2.3 Out-of-bounds Feature Evaluation
Figure 3.6: Examples of an out-of-bounds feature. The red cuboid is evaluated outside the
bounds of the image, while the green cuboid is still within the bounds. There are two options:
assigning a value of zero for the red cuboid or considering the value as invalid due to missing
data and dropping out (i.e. excluding) the data sample from the final evaluation.
For a given sample, the prediction output from a tree is the result of evaluating a succession
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Figure 3.7: Examples of an out-of-bounds feature on spine CT. The image on the right is a
cropped version of the image on the left. This is representative of the case where a pair of
images have extremely different fields of view. The red cuboid on the left image leads to a
mean value greater than zero, while on the cropped image on the right, the cuboid is out-of-
bounds. Assigning a value of zero to the latter would result in a different value for the feature
even though the image is just a cropped version of the one on the left. This could lead to
an incorrect classification of the voxel. Dropping out the value from the final evaluation can
potentially reduce the impact of out-of-bounds feature evaluation in images with extremely
different fields of view.
of weak binary tests along the path starting at the root node until reaching a leaf node. If the
output is negative, the sample goes down the left child node; otherwise, the sample goes down
the right child node. An incorrect output from any of the binary tests at any depth in the
tree can result in a sample going down a different path and ending in a potentially incorrect
leaf node, which could result in an incorrect prediction. A potential issue of this kind arises
when attempting to evaluate offset features that are outside the bounds of the image; Figure
3.6 shows an example of this.
For images where there are only small variations in the field of view, out-of-bound evaluations
are still useful features as they can provide information about the location of the voxels (e.g.
they can help discriminate between left and right image boundaries, as well as more central
voxels if the offsets are extremely large). In this case, we simply return a value of zero for the
out-of-bounds cuboid evaluation. However, if images have significantly different fields of view,
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then this could be detrimental and lead to incorrect predictions; Figure 3.7 shows an example of
this issue. In such a case, we do not output a prediction for the voxels that have out-of-bounds
feature evaluations; we do so by dropping out the samples during training and testing, and we
refer to this as sample drop-out.
3.3.3 Supervoxel Classification Forest (SVF) for Estimating Corre-
spondences
Figure 3.8: Proposed method for estimating correspondences at a supervoxel level. First, the
training image (the source image) is segmented into supervoxels (randomly coloured), which are
then used as labels to train a classification forest using all the voxels in the image. Applying the
forest on the test image (the target image) yields a supervoxel label prediction for each voxel.
The output from the forest does not necessarily follow the test image’s supervoxel boundaries.
As a final step, the voxels within each supervoxel of the test image cast votes as to what their
supervoxel’s label should be. Same colour indicates a match between supervoxels in the training
and the test image.
In our proposed method, we encode a single image into a classification forest as in [218]; however,
instead of using organ labels, the label of each voxel is the index of the supervoxel it belongs
to. Random forests can easily handle a large number of labels, making them suitable for this
task. To allow semi-dense correspondences, the supervoxels would need to be compact, adhere
to the boundaries, and have a grid like arrangement. Any supervoxel algorithm that generates
such supervoxels could be used; here we use a 3D extension of the efficient SLIC superpixel
algorithm [3] as described in Section 2.1.2.1.
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Given the training image Ij and its set of labels C
j (or in this case supervoxel indices), a
training set is constructed using all the voxels in the image {vjk, ck}N1 with ck ∈ Cj and is used
to train an SVF as described in Section 3.3.2. The encoding of image Ij into a random forest
is akin to learning the function fj : Rd → Cj. Our key idea is that applying fj to voxels from
image Ii yields correspondences from C
i to Cj, given that each voxel in Ii has a supervoxel
label in Ci.
When applying the forest on a test image Ii, the label predictions from the forest tend to be
noisy (Fig. 3.8); therefore, we perform, as a final step, a weighted majority vote within each
supervoxel of the test image, based on the predicted labels of their voxels. Each supervoxel
svik in the test image Ii receives votes from each one of its voxels as to what its label from
Cj should be. The final supervoxel label of svik is obtained by selecting the label with the
maximum number of votes:






Regardless of the nature of the test image, the forest will output a prediction when using a
majority vote scheme. It would be beneficial to have a measure that can be used to assess the
confidence of the match. For each mutually matching pair of supervoxels svil and sv
j
k, we use
the following for defining a matching score MSij:
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is the probability of supervoxel svjl from image Ij having a label c from C
i. N isv is the number
of voxels in supervoxel svi. If most of the voxels of a given supervoxel svil agree on its label,
then the aggregate probability of the majority vote label maxc∈Ci 1N
svi
l
p(c|svil) will be high. If
both mutually agree, then MSij will be closer to 1. If, however, the voxels of a given supervoxel
each vote for a different label, then the aggregate probability of the majority vote label is more
likely to be low.
3.3.4 Image-level Distance Measure
Once correspondences have been obtained using our proposed method, we can also compute a
global matching score between the images. Given an image pair Ii and Ij and the associated
unordered set of mutual supervoxel correspondences Cmij , the distance between the image pair
is computed as ∑
(ci,cj)∈Cmij
dB(ci, cj), (3.11)


























for two normal distributions. Here me make the assumption that a supervoxel can be repre-
sented as a normal distribution with a mean µi and a standard deviation σi, so dB(ci, cj) is the
distance between two supervoxels ci and cj. To avoid division by zero, we add a small constant
to the standard deviations.
3.3.5 Random Forest Cascade
The approach of cascading classifiers, where the output of a classifier on level k is fed in as
input to the classifier on level k + 1, is commonly used in machine learning as it can help in
improving predicition accuracy [196, 107, 81]. Auto-context models [186] learn context cues
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Figure 3.9: Example of a classifier cascade as applied on the segmentation of the Liver. Classifier
1 only receives as input the intensity image. The probabilistic output of classifier 1 is then fed
in as input to classifier 2 along with the intensity image as a separate input channel. In our
application, the classifiers are random forests.
by cascading classifiers for pixel-level labelling; the inclusion of context has an implicit regu-
larisation effect, where a sample can have its label prediction adjusted, based on neighbouring
sample predictions.
Random forests can be used in a cascaded pipeline similar to the auto-context model, where,
on the first level, the forest only uses intensity features; on subsequent levels, the forest has
access to the output of the forest from the previous level. Figure 3.9 shows an example of using
a cascade of classifiers for segmenting the liver.
To this end, we introduce a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) label feature, on subsequent levels:
this feature tests whether the MAP label of a supervoxel svk at a given offset from the current
voxel is equal to a particular label coffset:
φm(v) =
 1 arg max p(c|svk) = coffset0 otherwise. (3.13)
Between levels, the probability output is stored as an m × n probability matrix Pmn, where
m is the number of supervoxels in the training image and n, in the test image. Each row
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represents the probability that the ith supervoxel in the test image has the label of the jth
supervoxel in the training image. During training we have n = m. Given the random nature of
the feature sampling at the nodes, we sample the label coffset by randomly choosing a data point
at a given node and looking up the supervoxel label that exists at an offset from that point.
This sampling strategy results in a better selection of MAP label features compared to simply
uniformly sampling a label from {1, . . . , |C|}, where |C| could potentially be large, making it
less likely to select a discriminative feature.
3.4 Experiments and Results
We evaluate our proposed method by using it as a component of two different applications:
registration and segmentation.
For the registration application, the aim is to use our proposed method to estimate an ap-
proximate, robust alignment between pairs of images, rather than a very accurate voxel-wise
alignment. The method would be most useful on datasets where standard image registration
is more difficult to apply: this is particularly the case of images that have extremely different
fields of view, making the task of image registration more difficult. The spine CT dataset (as
described in Section 1.4.2) is a dataset that contains such cases, with images having a variety of
fields of view, which also reflects routine clinical practice. Previous work [67] had investigated
using priors to initialise registration using the same dataset, as direct application of image
registration without good initialisation proved difficult; however, they required the availability
of annotations for training, which is something that we assume we do not have.
For the segmentation application, we perform a simple multi-atlas label propagation MALP,
which is an application that inherently requires establishing correspondences between images
in order to propagate labels. The quality of the final segmentation tends to be correlated with
the quality of the correspondences. Using a simple MALP, without any post-processing to
improve the segmentation, can help in indirectly estimating the quality of the correspondences
obtained via our proposed method. We make use of the abdominal CT dataset (as described
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in Section 1.4.1), which contains manual ground truth segmentation for 4 organs (pancreas,
kidneys, liver, and spleen). As random forests are quite efficient during test time, we compare
our method against methods that have roughly similar running time. Some state-of-the-art
methods in MALP such as in [207, 183] use affine registration as a first step to give an initial
set of dense correspondences between the atlases and the target image, before proceeding with
a more sophisticated label propagation scheme. In [207] affine registration is followed by non-
rigid registration, which was reported to take around 1h/image to run (20 minutes/image if
using a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) implementation). Although affine registration is less
accurate than doing non-rigid registration, it is used because it is more efficient. Therefore, we
will be comparing our proposed method for obtaining correspondences against affine registra-
tion, as well as against a coordinate regression forest (RegF), supervoxel PatchMatch, and the
atlas forest (AF) approach [218]. The Dice overlap obtained by comparing the segmentations
obtained via the different methods against the ground truth segmentations will be used as an
indirect indication of the quality of the correspondences.
PatchMatch on a Supervoxel Level we employ PatchMatch (as described in Section
2.5.2.1) as a baseline method for comparison against our proposed method. PatchMatch outputs
a dense correspondences field: each voxel from Ii will match to a voxel from Ij. Each voxel in Ij
has a corresponding supervoxel index; therefore, each voxel from Ii also matches to a supervoxel
index from Cj. To obtain matches on a supervoxel level via PatchMatch, each supervoxel of
the test image, Ii, is assigned an index from Cj based on a majority vote of its voxels.
3.4.1 Application: Vertebrae Alignment in Spine CT Image Pairs
We first evaluate our proposed method on the spine CT dataset (as described in Section 1.4.2),
where we use it to estimate correspondences between pairs of images of a given subject. The end
goal being that such correspondences could be used to initialise a subsequent image registration
step to improve the alignment between the images; here, however, we restrict ourselves to finding
a rigid transformation between the pairs of images.
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The location of the vertebrae centroids are available in form of manual annotations. These
can be used to estimate a ground truth rigid transformation against which we can evaluate our
method.
3.4.1.1 Supervoxels
Figure 3.10: Example of SLIC supervoxel output on a 3D spine CT image. For visualisation,
we only show slices of the 3D image. The first pair is a slice extracted form the traverse plane,
the second pair is from the sagittal plane. The SLIC supervoxels are computed using a size
parameter of 15× 15× 15mm3 and a compactness parameter of 40.
We start of by over-segmenting the pairs of images into SLIC supervoxels (as described in
Section 2.1.2.1) of size 15 × 15 × 15mm3 with the compactness parameter empirically set to
40 as it achieves visually a good balance between supervoxels that adhere to boundaries and
grid-like structure. The supervoxels were computed in the native resolution, with the grid
spacing adjusted based on the anisotropic spacing of each image. The images have a significant
amount of noise, therefore the images were initially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel σ = 1
before applying the SLIC algorithm. Figure 3.10 shows an example of the supervoxel output as
viewed from the transverse and sagittal planes. Due to extreme contrast changes in the images,
some SLIC supervoxels tend to be more fractured; however, this should not present an issue in
our case as we are more interested in localised area around each supervoxel.
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3.4.1.2 Correspondences
On a given pair, we apply our proposed method on both scans to obtain soft mutual correspon-
dences with a threshold of 20mm, which would allow the inclusion of neighbouring supervoxels
as correct matches, given that the average distance between supervoxels was set to be 15mm.
From the obtained correspondences, we estimate a rigid transformation T , and then we apply
it on the manual centroid annotations. We choose one image as source, and then we compute
the error of alignment as the root mean squared error of the difference between the transformed





||xti − T (xsi )||2, (3.14)
with xti being the position of the i
th centroid in the target image and xsi being that of the i
th
centroid in the source image.
We estimate the rigid transformation T via two methods: least mean square (LMS) error
and RANSAC [58] . Due to the inevitable presence of incorrect correspondences, the use of
RANSAC to estimate the rigid transformation T would help in eliminating outlier points as it
attempts to find the transformation that contains the maximum number of inlier points.
We compare our method with a baseline supervoxel PatchMatch as discussed above, where
the search range is unconstrained to allow for estimating correspondences in images with very
different fields-of-view, as it is the case in the spine CT dataset. We use a patch size of
7× 7× 7. Images are down-sampled to 5× 5× 5mm3 spacing for PatchMatch as well as SVF,
as no considerable improvement has been observed when using a smaller spacing; this allows
faster computation time.
Figure 3.11 summarises the alignment error. We note that SVF yields better alignment, in
terms of lower errors, compared to supervoxel PatchMatch. We see that the random forest
cascade only results in minor improvement in the LMS case; however, there is no change when
using RANSAC, which is most likely due to the outlier points being already eliminated by
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RANSAC.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the output for two example cases of a pair of images that have
different fields of view. We see that based on the matching score, the obtained correspondences
are close to the ground truth.
Table 3.1 summarises the parameters used to train the forest. We make use of the proposed
sample drop-out during testing as we found that it was helpful in reducing the number of
incorrect matches, especially in images with extremely different fields of view. In addition, we
use a maximum radius of 25mm as it was empirically found to be a good compromise: choosing
a small value would result in the inclusion of little to no context information; choosing a large
value would result in too many out-of-bounds evaluations in training and testing, leading to
detrimental results when images have a large difference in field of view.
Figure 3.11: Summary of alignment error between the pairs of scans for 96 patients. The figure
on the right is a zoomed-in view of the figure on the left. The first box plot corresponds to the
initial error without doing any alignment. The remaining 7 box plots correspond to the error
of using a rigid transformation. One can note that, even for the ground truth correspondences,
the rigid transformation is not the best transformation. For SVF and supervoxel PatchMatch
(SV PM), the transformation is estimated either with outlier elimination (via RANSAC), or
without (by finding the transformation that has the least mean square error (LMS)). The lowest
error is achieved with the SVF correspondences combined with RANSAC. Level 1 and level 2
indicate the output from the first and second level of the random forest cascade, respectively.
One can note that the random forest cascade only results in minor improvement in the LMS
case; however, no change when using RANSAC, which is most likely due to the outlier points
being eliminated by RANSAC.
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(a) Ground truth corre-
spondences.
(b) Mutual correspon-
dence output of SVF
from the first level of the
cascade.
(c) Mutual correspon-
dences output of SVF
from the second level of
the cascade.
(d) Displaying the top
15 mutual correspon-
dences from the first
level, based on match
score.
(e) Heat map of match
score from the first level
of the cascade.
(f) Displaying the top 15
mutual correspondences
from the second level,
based on match score.
(g) Heat map of match
score from the second
level of the cascade. The
2D image is obtained by
summing up in the z di-
rection.
Figure 3.12: Example of matching output using the proposed method on a pair of images that
have different fields of view. The displayed 2D correspondences are obtained by projecting
all the points on the xy-plane. The heat maps are obtained by summing up the scores in
the z direction. Even though not all the mutual matches are correct, the top matches corre-
spond closely to the ground truth. Most of the incorrect matches come from similarly-looking
supervoxels close to the boundary.
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(a) Mutual correspon-
dence output of SVF
from the first level of the
cascade.
(b) Heat map of the
match score from the
first level of the cascade.
(c) Mutual correspon-
dence output of SVF
from the secondt level of
the cascade.
(d) Heat map from the
match score from the
second level of the cas-
cade.
Figure 3.13: Example of matching output using the proposed method on a pair of images that
only have one vertebrae (number 150) in common. We only display the top 15 matches. The
displayed 2D correspondences are obtained by projecting all the points on the xy-plane. The
heat maps are obtained by summing up the scores in the z direction. We see that most of the
top matches are in the correct region around the single common vertebrae. While there are






max offset radius 25mm
max cuboid size 10mm




Table 3.1: Random forest parameters used for SVF. Parameters are selected empirically.
3.4.1.3 Computational Time
Training a single tree takes on average between 5 to 10 seconds, while testing, less than a
second. There is a pre-processing time of around 8 seconds in each case, which involves the
down-sampling of the images, Gaussian smoothing and computation of the integral images.
Overall it is possible to obtain correspondences on average in less than a minute.
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3.4.2 Application: Segmentation of Abdominal CT Images
We apply our proposed method as a component of a Multi-Atlas Label Propagation (MALP)
framework of the abdominal CT dataset (as described in Section 1.4.1). More details about
multi-atlas segmentation can be found in Section 2.5.1. The main purpose of this application
is to evaluate indirectly the quality of the correspondences obtained via our proposed method
as the quality of the final segmentation will be correlated with the quality of the initial corre-
spondences.
3.4.2.1 Supervoxels
Figure 3.14: Example of SLIC supervoxel output on abdominal CT images. The supervoxels
were randomly coloured for visualisation. The supervoxel are of size 15× 15× 15mm3.
We start off by over-segmenting the 150 images into SLIC supervoxels of size 15× 15× 15mm3
with the compactness parameter set to 40. The supervoxels were computed in the native
resolution, with the grid spacing adjusted based on the anisotropic spacing of each image.
The images were initially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel σ = 0.5 before applying the SLIC
algorithm. Figure 3.14 shows a few images with their supervoxels overlaid.
3.4.2.2 Multi-atlas Segmentation
Here we aim to assess the quality of the correspondences obtained by our method indirectly by
assessing the quality of the segmentation that is obtained in a simple multi-atlas segmentation
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setting. Our method is used to estimate the correspondences between the atlases and the target
image. The correspondences are on a supervoxel level, so the label propagation is also carried
out on a supervoxel level. We compare our method against:
• affine registration (Affine);
• the atlas forest (AF) approach [218], where each atlas is encoding into a forest, and
then a set of the most similar atlases are applied on the target image;
• the coordinate regression forest (RegF) to estimate voxel-wise correspondences;
• the supervoxel PatchMatch (SV PM) to estimate supervoxel-wise correspondences.
We will now describe the setup in more detail.
Experimental Set-up Given a target image that we would like to segment, we use a leave-
one-out strategy, where we treat the remaining 149 images as potential atlases. The MALP
setting would then operate as follows:
• We select a subset of the most similar atlases. We do this by computing globally the SSD
between down-sized versions of the atlases and the test image and then selecting the 20
atlases that have the smallest distance to the target image. The images are rescaled to
32 × 32 × 32 so that they have the same size, prior to the computation of the distance.
This approach was followed in [183]. In the case of the proposed SVF method, we also
compare against using the proposed image-level distance measure (as described in Section
3.3.4) to find the most similar atlases; we denote this as SVF SV Atlas.
• The next step is obtaining a label prediction Lpa from each atlas a. For AF, we simply
apply the atlas forest on the test image to obtain Lpa directly. For Affine, all the
images are affinely aligned to a template space. Afterwards, the labels from the atlas are
transferred to the test image based on the one-to-one voxel correspondences. For RegF,
applying the atlas regression forest yields correspondences between the coordinates of
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the atlas and the test image. The labels are then transferred from the atlas to the
test image based on the voxel correspondences. For supervoxel PatchMatch (SV
PM), the voxel correspondences between the test image and each atlas are converted
into mutual supervoxel correspondences via majority vote. The labels from the atlas, on
a supervoxel level, are then transferred to the test image, based on the mutual supervoxel
correspondences. Lastly, applying an atlas SVF on the test image yields correspondences
between the atlas and the test image on a supervoxel level. Each supervoxel from the
atlas has an organ label which is obtained via majority vote from the organ labels of
its voxels. The supervoxel-level organ labels are then transferred from the atlas to the
supervoxels of the test image.
• The final labelling Lp of the test image is obtained by fusing Lpa from all the atlases via
a voxel-wise majority vote.
In addition, to evaluate whether using supervoxels can have an influence on the final segmenta-
tion accuracy obtained from RegFs and AFs, we apply a post-processing step where we assign to
each supervoxel the most frequent label of its voxels, either on the predictions Lpa of each atlas
pre-label fusion (SV-pre) or directly on Lp post- label fusion (SV-post). These are named with
an additional suffix SV-pre and SV-post in Figure 3.15. One can see in Figure 3.15, which
reports the results from all the different methods, that our proposed SVF method performs
best, with a slightly higher Dice overlap when using the proposed image-level distance measure
(SVF SV Atlas) compared to simply using SSD (SVF SSD). One can also see that the approach
which simply uses affine registration does not perform well, especially for the pancreas; this is
expected as affine registration is not enough to account for the anatomical variability between
patients. Finally, one can note that applying a supervoxel majority vote to RegFs and AFs
pre- or post-fusion does not result in considerable improvement in Dice overlap.
Table 3.2 summarises the parameters used to train the forests. For AF and RegF, we have used
similar parameter as suggested in [218]; a smaller number of trees is used –as they report not
much difference being observed with using a larger number, mainly due to the lack of bagging.
Large offsets up to 200mm have been found useful [142] for discriminating between organs in
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Figure 3.15: Dice overlap obtained using the 20 closest atlases to perform MALP. Results for
affine registration (Affine), SVF SSD, SVF SV Atlas, RegF, RegF SV-pre, RegF SV-post, AF,
AF SV-pre, AF SV-post, and supervoxel PatchMatch (SV PM). We see that SVF scores a
higher dice overlap for all organs. We also note that using supervoxels with RegF and AF,
as a pre-or post-processing step, does not improve much the prediction result. We also note
that in regards to atlas selection, using the image-level distance measure obtained via the SVF
correspondences yields a slightly higher Dice overlap (SVF SV Atlas) than atlas selection based




With an implementation in C++, generating supervoxels on full resolution images takes around
30− 50s/image on a single machine with core i7 @ 3.40 GHz with 16 GB of memory. For SVF,
with the parameters as summarised in Table 3.2, training on a an image, down-sampled to
a spacing 5 × 5 × 5mm3, takes on average ∼ 4s/tree, while testing takes less than ∼ 1.5s.
There is a pre-processing time of about ∼ 15s that includes the steps of Gaussian smoothing,
down-sampling, and setting up of the integral images.
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Parameters SVF AF and RegF
nf 150 500
# features 10000 1000
min samples 4 4
max depth 32 32
sampling rate 10% 100%
max offset radius 200mm 200mm
max cuboid size 10mm 10mm
spacing 53mm3 23mm3
# trees 50 5
nthresholds 15 15
sample drop-out no no
Table 3.2: Random forest parameters used for training SVF for abdominal CT images. Large
offsets up to 200mm have been found useful [142] for discriminating between organs in abdom-
inal CT images. Parameters are selected empirically.
3.5 Discussion
This chapter presented a novel method for estimating correspondences between images on a
supervoxel level using random classification forests. The method was used on two large datasets:
a dataset of 150 abdominal CT images and a dataset of 96 pairs of spine CT images. On the
abdominal CT dataset, an image segmentation application via a multi-atlas label propagation
approach was demonstrated, where the proposed method was used to estimate correspondences
between a given image and a set of atlases. On the spine CT dataset, our proposed method
was used to compute correspondences between pairs of image scans of the same patient so as to
estimate a rigid transformation to align the images. Quantitative evaluation of the estimated
correspondences in both applications demonstrate the potential of using our proposed method
for estimating correspondences. The core idea of our proposed method is to automatically class
labels using supervoxels, allowing us to use a supervised machine learning algorithm (random
forest, in our case) to train on unlabelled images. Random forests are extremely efficient during
test time making them an attractive option to use for estimating correspondences in large
datasets and potentially reducing the time required for initial alignment. The main advantage
of our approach is that it does not rely on the availability of prior organ annotations and that
it can work with images that have different fields of view.
In the image alignment application on the spine CT dataset, our proposed method is able to
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obtain correspondences between images that have extreme differences in fields of view; on the
other hand, direct applications of image registration techniques without any prior annotations
for initialisation tend to fail [67]. Therefore, we do not report results of affine registration as it
would have required the availability of prior annotations, which we have assumed that we do
not have. Our method yields better correspondences than using a patch-based method such
as PatchMatch. Most likely this is due to the latter simply relying on local patch information
which can be insufficient when structures exhibit similar local appearance. This problem is
exacerbated when applying PatchMatch to images that have different fields of view, where a
large search radius is required, resulting in more incorrect matches. In [179] PatchMatch is
used for segmenting MRI images; however, they perform an initial linear registration between
the images to constrain the search range to a small window. This is also the case with other
state-of-the-art methods [43, 15, 183].
In the MALP application on the abdominal CT dataset, our proposed method performs more
favourably compared with other approaches that have roughly similar running time. Compared
to affine registration, our method offers more flexibility in terms of the obtained correspon-
dences, where they are independent and are not constrained by a linear transformation as in
affine registration. Organs exhibit variations in shape and location across different patients and
their mapping between a pair of images cannot be easily captured with a single global linear
transformation. Our method also performs more favourably compared to RegF and AF. The
most likely issue with RegFs is that they ignore organ boundaries and will mix voxels from
organs with those of the background. On the other hand, SVFs offer a balance between locality
and tissue type consistency via the use of supervoxels, where more distinguishing features need
to be learnt in order to differentiate between regions of the same organ and the rest of the
organs. AFs have difficulty learning features that could distinguish between one organ vs an-
other if an organ (for example the liver) covers a wider span of contextual appearance features,
due to its size. In addition, the difference between AF and SVF is in the objective function,
where in the latter it was modified to include a large number of labels. Another work [66] that
investigated a modification of the objective function of a classification forest has found that an
improvement in the segmentation output can be obtained by adding in a regression term. This
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additional term provides a form of regularisation by encoding the spatial location of a voxel in
reference to the organs. In our method, the splitting up of an image into localised supervoxels
potentially provides a similar form of regularisation that is implicitly encoded in the objective
function.
3.5.1 Limitations
The proposed method suffers from a few limitations. The method can still output incorrect
correspondences even after the pruning step via the use of mutual matches. This has required
the use of a score that quantifies the match and the later selection of the top n matches with the
highest match score. This is particularly a problem when images have no overlap or extremely
minimal overlap, where it can be difficult to determine what the best number of matches to
retain is. In our particular application, incorrect matches are eliminated using RANSAC, so
the choice of n has less of an impact; however, if the correspondences where to be used as is,
the number of matches to retain would have more of an influence and our method does not
determine a value for it automatically, apart from quantifying the predicted accuracy of the
match via the match score.
When applied in a segmentation setting, and without the use of any post-processing to improve
the segmentation, the quality of the segmentation is limited by the quality of the supervoxels.
While SLIC is an efficient algorithm, it does not generate supervoxels that adhere perfectly to
the boundaries of the underlying ground truth segmentation. Table 3.3 shows the Dice overlaps
between the ground truth organ labels and their supervoxelised versions: this represents the
maximal achievable Dice overlap if all the supervoxels are labelled correctly by their majority
label. We see that the maximal mean Dice overlap is limited by the quality of the super-
voxels, especially in the case of the pancreas. Decreasing the size of the supervoxels would
improve organ boundary adherence and the maximal achievable Dice overlap; however, there
is a trade-off between the size of the supervoxels and the number of samples available to train
the classification forest: the smaller the supervoxel, the fewer training samples per supervoxel
label. Nonetheless, the final segmentation could potentially still improve via the application
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of graph-cut segmentation refinement, which is what is typically done in some state-of-the-art
methods [207, 183]. In addition, while our evaluation has shown that it can provide better ini-
tial alignment when compared to affine registration, it does not necessarily mean that it would
translate to further segmentation improvements when it is used in pipelines that relied on affine
registration to obtain initial alignment. As these methods [43, 15, 179, 183] have been able to
obtain comparable results to methods that use non-rigid registration [38, 207], due to them
using further post-processing steps that corrected for the initial registration errors. However,
the main objective of using our method in a segmentation setting was to evaluate the quality
of the correspondences; using any sort of post-processing to improve the segmentation would
have affected the assessment of the quality of the correspondences.
pancreas kidneys liver spleen
64.1± 13.8 92.7± 6.1 93.5± 2.2 90.8± 5.4
Table 3.3: Dice overlaps for the 150 abdominal CT images, which was computed between
the ground truth organ labels and their supervoxelised versions. The latter are obtained by
assigning to each supervoxel the majority vote of the ground truth label of its voxels. This Dice
overlap represents the maximal achievable Dice based on the supervoxels.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have proposed an efficient method for estimating correspondences between
images on a supervoxel level using a random classification forest. The proposed method can
still work well even when the images have extremely different fields of view, which was the case
in the spine CT dataset.
Future work would involve further investigating the applicability of the method on a variety
of other datasets and scenarios. Both PatchMatch and our proposed method being efficient it
would be interesting to investigate a combination of both, where SVF is used to obtain sparse
correspondences that provide a search location prior for PatchMatch. The latter can then be
used to refine the correspondences on a voxel level. Another line of future work could involve
further investigating the usefulness of our method for atlas selection; we have shown that small
improvement can be obtained when using the supervoxel correspondences to compute a global
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similarity; however, it would be interesting to investigate whether more improvement can be
achieved using local atlas selection.
A recent work [41] has explored improving our proposed method via the use of hierarchical su-
pervoxels; they report that improvements in the correspondences can be achieved by combining
probabilities from multi-scale supervoxels.
In the next chapter, we will investigate the use of object-like supervoxels and their applicability
for weakly-supervised image segmentation. Then, in Chapter 5 we will propose a modification






One of the main hurdles in large scale medical image analysis is the lack of large datasets of
medical images that are fully annotated. Conducting statistical analysis on a large dataset
is a prerequisite to be able to uncover new information, e.g. correlations between different
biomarkers and diseases. This has motivated initiatives over the past few years that aim
at building large datasets of medical images, such as the UK Biobank initiative [2] and the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [138]. State-of-the-art algorithms in image
segmentation and classification are fully-supervised algorithms; however, their accuracy and
robustness strongly depends on the size of the annotated dataset used for training [69], which
limits their application on datasets where limited annotated data is available. Thus, the main
reliable method for annotating medical images is via manual supervision. Providing manual
annotations is time-consuming, tedious, and infeasible when the task is pixel-/voxel-wise image
segmentation. There has been an increasing interest in weakly-supervised methods that attempt
to reduce the amount of effort required to annotate a dataset [96, 208, 47, 216, 149], where,
instead of requiring the availability of fully annotated images, images can be weakly annotated.
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Examples of weak annotations are: image-level tags that indicate which objects are present
in an image, scribbles on the objects of interest, and bounding boxes around the objects of
interest. The goal of weakly-supervised methods is to attempt to achieve similar accuracy as
fully-supervised methods.
In this chapter, we propose and investigate a method that relies on object-like supervoxels1 to
perform semantic segmentation on 3D CT medical images in a dataset that has been annotated
with a variety of weak annotations. We start off by generating multiple over-segmentations
per image by varying the parameters of an efficient graph-based over-segmentation algorithm,
which we have modified and extended to 3D images. We then assign to each over-segmentation
the label of the weak annotation that it falls under. The over-segmentations are used to
compute a probability map to be used as the data term for graph-cut segmentation refinement.
With our proposed method, we achieve Dice scores for the liver and spleen that approach
current state-of-the-art fully-supervised methods. Our method can obtain segmentations from
as minimal annotations as a single dot placed anywhere on the organ of interest. We will
contrast our method with the standard graph-cut approach for interactive segmentation and
GrabCut, which uses bounding boxes as input. Nonetheless, our method still suffers from some
limitations as it under-performs in segmenting the kidneys and pancreas.
4.2 Related Work
Scribbles and bounding boxes are popular choices for weak annotations. Scribbles constitute a
main component of popular semi-automatic methods such as graph-cut [22] and random walker
segmentation [72], where they are used as seeds to indicate the objects and background so as
to guide the semi-automatic segmentation of a given image. Bounding boxes have also been
used as weak annotations for many interactive [156, 100] and weakly-supervised segmentation
[96, 208, 47, 216, 149] methods. They can be provided quickly either by a user or an object
detector, and they make it possible to spatially constrain the bounds of the object. In [149], a
deep learning method that builds on the idea of GrabCut is used to perform weakly-supervised
1in this chapter, the terms supervoxels, segments, and over-segmentations are used interchangeably.
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(a) From [126]. (b) From [188].
Figure 4.1: Here we show two examples of object proposal methods. In (a) an image is over-
segmented into smaller superpixels, and the algorithm generates proposals by a randomised
process of superpixel merging. Once the merging stops, a bounding box is extracted. In (b), a
hierarchical over-segmentation of the image is used to constrain the search space of bounding
box proposals.
image segmentation of two MRI datasets of brain and lungs, starting only from bounding box
annotations. The GMM is replaced by a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to estimate
the appearance model during the iterative GrabCut process. More details about GrabCut can
be found in Section 2.2.
There has been an increasing interest in methods that attempt to infer/extract bounding boxes
or segments in an image that represent objects. Such methods are known as objectness [7,
148, 35] and object proposals [30, 126, 150, 55, 220]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of object
proposals. In the former, the methods are mainly based on training an algorithm that learns
the characteristics of what constitutes an object regardless of its class. In the latter, the
methods are based on a seeded segmentation and/or bottom-up over-segmentation merging.
Using such methods, it is possible to detect objects in an image automatically without having
to explicitly train an object detector. They can also be used to significantly constrain the
search space compared to using the traditional sliding window approach [188]. They have also
been used as a component of many unsupervised [164, 36], weakly-supervised [50, 89, 181, 54]
and fully-supervised [151, 104] methods, and they aid in achieving leading accuracy on several
benchmarks [109, 163].
Obtaining a single good segmentation in an unsupervised manner using a single parameter
that correctly segments each object in an image with good accuracy is practically impossible,
as it would imply having solved the recognition problem [164, 133]. Faced with this issue,
some researchers [83, 164, 125, 54] have proposed using multiple different over-segmentations
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per image, by varying the parameters of the over-segmentation algorithm, with the assumption
that at least one of the segmentations should at least correspond well to the object. Generating
multiple over-segmentations would also increase the chances of capturing different and multi-
scale objects. In [126], bounding box candidate regions are generated by randomly merging
supervoxels using a randomised version of Prim’s algorithm. In [30], graph-cut with random
initialisation seeds is used to generate multiple segmentation proposals. The segmentations tend
to have high accuracy; however, the main disadavantage is that it is slow (∼ 8mins/2D image)
due to its reliance on a computationally demanding edge detector [10]. Extending it to 3D
would increase further the computational time. In [106], the combination of multiple different
over-segmentations has been investigated, where they show that a combined segmentation is
potentially superior than any of the original over-segmentations. Both [106] and [126] use a
combination of outputs from mean shift [40] and the efficient graph-based algorithm [56] by
varying their parameters.
While bounding boxes are convenient as weak annotations, they inevitably still contain parts
of the background and introduce noise in the estimation of the object appearance model. In
[140, 149], using pre-segmentations leads to improvement in segmentation accuracy, where,
instead of assuming the entire bounding box as the object during initialisation, only a small
percentage from the centre of bounding box is assumed as foreground and is used to extract a
foreground pre-segmentation using graph-cut, which is used to initialise the appearance model.
Closely related to our approach is the work in [208], where multiple segment hypotheses are
extracted from inside bounding boxes using the object proposal method from [30]. The multiple
segments are used to vote for the best segment, and then graph-cut is applied on a superpixel
level to combine multiple segments. The method is used to perform semantic segmentation of
a computer vision dataset annotated with bounding boxes. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of
the method.
Assigning labels to superpixels based on scribbles has also been used previously in interactive
image segmentation; in [139], mean shift is used to over-segment the image and then the user
uses scribbles to draw over the foreground and background to guide the superpixel merging.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the approach proposed in [208]. First, the object bounding boxes
with detection scores are extracted from a given image. Second, multiple segments within
each bounding box are extracted using graph-cut and are used to vote for the shape of the
objects present in the image. Last, the segments from multiple segmentations are merged and
post-processed to obtain the final segmentation. From [208].
In [108], they use a computer vision dataset annotated with scribbles to develop an algorithm
that guides the training of a CNN for semantic image segmentation. A superpixel-based MRF
is then used in order to regularise the segmentation output. Compact supervoxels have also
been used in combination with graph-cut, where the graph is constructed on a supervoxel level
(e.g. [120]).
In a form of weakly-supervised learning, where only image-level tags are available, indicating
which objects are present in the image, several methods have made use of the Multiple Instance
Learning (MIL) [53] framework, with applications in localisation [61, 68] and segmentation
[192, 193, 146]. In MIL, the training set consists of a number of labelled bags, with each bag
including multiple unlabelled instances. The goal is to attempt to predict instance-level labels
while only using the bag-level labels. The success of the method relies on the availability of a
diverse dataset, where each image does not necessarily have the same group of image tags. If
all the images have exactly the same set of tags, then it would be difficult to localise in the
image which tag belongs to which pixels; therefore, it would be difficult for it to work on a
medical image dataset that contains the same set of organs in each image.
Another closely related approach is the method proposed in [20]. Weakly-supervised semantic
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segmentation of a computer vision image dataset is carried out with images annotated with a
single point per object class; considerable improvements in segmentation accuracy are reported
compared to using image-level tags. The point annotations along with an objectness prior are
incorporated in the training loss function of a CNN.
In medical image analysis, the use of partially labelled atlas to perform multiple atlas-based
segmentation has been investigated [93, 49]. In [93], multi-atlas based segmentation is posed as
a graph labelling problem, where the segmentation of a target image is obtained via an MRF
minimisation on the graph connecting the partially labelled atlases and the target image. The
partial labels serve as hard constraints for the MRF minimisation; they show that it is still
potentially possible to get good segmentation accuracy with partially labelled atlases.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Problem Formulation
Given a dataset of medical images {Ii}N1 , we assume that there exists an associated set of weak
annotations {Ai}N1 in the form of scribbles or bounding boxes. For each image, we generate
a set of over-segmentations, with the assumption that at least some of the over-segmentations
would cover the object. Each over-segmentation is assigned the organ label based on the
overlaid annotations. If bounding boxes are available, they could be used to constraint the
over-segmentation parameters. Once this has been done, we obtain a noisy labelled dataset,
where part of the segmentation is incorrect due to the initial bottom-up over-segmentation. We
then combine the over-segmentations using the different parameters to compute a probabilistic
output, and then we apply graph-cut to obtain the final segmentations.
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4.3.2 Graph-based Segmentation for Object Proposals
We will use the efficient graph-based segmentation algorithm [56] (FH algorithm, as described
in Section 2.1.2.1) to generate over-segmentations that potentially represent the objects in the
images (in our cases, the objects are the organs) as it is efficient and has proven to be a popular
choice as a component of many methods [125, 203, 189, 106, 188, 126].
In [56], the authors propose using an edge weight between two pixels as the sum of absolute
difference of their intensities in each colour channel (
∑3
c=1 |Ic(p) − Ic(q)|), which is computed
after applying a small Gaussian blur (σ = 0.5) on the images. This choice of weights works quite
well with 2D colour images having small amounts of noise; however, this does not translate well
to 3D monochrome images. Figure 4.6 in Section 4.4.2.1 shows example outputs.







where G(p) is the gradient magnitude obtained using the Sobel filter (see Figure 2.5 (c)). This
term helps in reducing the sensitivity of the edges to noise. σβ(p) is a Gaussian filtered image
(with parameter β) of |Gx|+|Gy |+|Gz |
3
, which is the average of the absolute values of the gradient
in the x, y, and z directions; it serves as a sort of local contrast normalisation that adjusts the
weights based on the edge strength in the local area surrounding the voxel; it is inspired by
computational neuroscience [147, 121], with the intention of mimicking the perceptual sensi-
tivity of biological visual systems. The constant c > 0 is so as to avoid division by zero; in
[86] it is set to < σ >. This step is helpful with images that do not have the same contrast
everywhere.
We use a 6-neighbourhood graph with two edges in each of the x, y, and z directions. While
it is possible to use a higher number of edges by including the diagonals, we have found that
there is not much difference in the generated supervoxels.
As a post processing step, it is suggested in [56] to perform an aggressive merging step where
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any neighbouring supervoxels are merged if their sizes are less than a threshold min size. We
follow a similar approach, but we make the threshold also dependent on the spacing (sx, sy, sz)
of the image; we also add an optional constraint where we restrict the merging a pair of small
supervoxels to when their edge weight is less than m. The final post-processing constraints is
the following:
(|Rp| < min size
s
or |Rq| < min size
s
) and wpq < m. (4.2)
Here s is the volume of the spacing of a given image: sx × sy × sz. The additional constraints
on the edge weights helps in avoiding the merging of supervoxels that are completely different
even though their sizes do not satisfy the first part of the constraint. We then discard from the




To obtain multiple over-segmentations per image we vary the parameters k and min size of the
FH algorithm over a set of ranges. This is similar to strategies adopted in other object proposal
apporaches [125, 188, 203].
We compute a simple probability from the generated segments Si by aggregating the number
of times a given voxel v receives a label c:




[Si(x) = c]. (4.3)
We introduce an additional weighting term wci that could be used to weigh the impact of
different segments. As there is no training set available, the only prior knowledge that could
be encoded is based on the prior knowledge of the average size of the organs; for instance,
the larger the value of min size the less impact the generated segments should have on smaller
organs. However, we assume that no prior knowledge is available.
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Figure 4.3: Example of assigning a label to a liver over-segmentation. Given an initial an-
notation, such as a dot or a scribble, placed anywhere on the liver (first column), a segment
looks up the annotation that it overlaps with (second column) and is assigned the label of the
annotation (last column). The final label is not sensitive to the location of the annotation, as
long as it falls anywhere within the liver.
4.3.3.1 Assigning a Label to a Segment
A given segment is assigned an organ label simply by looking up the label of the annotation that
it falls under. Figure 4.3 illustrates an examples of this as applied to the liver. An advantage of
this is that it is not sensitive to the exact location of the annotations, where simply placing any
point anywhere inside the segment is sufficient to assign it a label. Error may still occur if an
annotation is placed close to the boundaries or if it is incorrectly labelled. In this case, it would
be advantageous to have multiple independent annotations per organ, and then assigning the
final label via a majority vote.
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4.3.4 Segmentation Refinement with Graph-Cut
Multiple studies [190, 206, 117, 207, 183] have shown that improvements in segmentation are
possible with further post-processing refinement. The most commonly used algorithm is graph-
cut [23], where for a given image, the probabilistic combination can be formulated as an MRF




D(x, l(x)) + λ×
∑
(p,q)∈Ev
V (xp, xq)× δl(xp)6=l(xq), (4.4)
where D(x, l(x)) is the data term that represents a probabilistic prior about a voxel x having
the label l(x). We use the negative log likelihood (which is commonly used [23] in segmentation
tasks)
D(x, l(x)) = −log(p(l(x)|x)), (4.5)
where p(l(x)|x) is the probability likelihood from Eq. 4.3.
V is a function that encodes the pairwise term; it serves as a smoothness function and penalises
discontinuities in the label between neighbouring voxels. λ controls the influence of each term.
4.4 Experiments and Results
We start off by describing how we generate the weak annotations. We then carry out ex-
periments to evaluate the quality of the over-segmentation algorithm based on its different
parameters; while we base this experiment on the availability of the ground truth segmenta-
tions, we cannot directly use the optimal parameters if we proceed with the assumption that
no ground truth segmentations are available. We then obtain a probability map for each or-
gan after fusing the multiple over-segmentations. The probability maps are used as input to
graph-cut to refine the segmentations and obtain a multi-organ segmentation for the images.
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4.4.1 Generating Weak Annotations
We use the labelled images as masks (all re-sampled to 2mm) to automatically generate 3 forms
of weak annotations: 3D bounding boxes, dot scribbles, and 2.5D slice scribbles (1 scribble in
each dimension, so in total 3 scribbles on 3 slices). Figure 4.4 shows the nature of the scribbles
generated. For the bounding boxes, we randomly apply a dilation process (r ∈ {1 . . . 5}) voxels
on each organ mask and then we compute the bounding box. For the dot scribbles, we erode the
boundary of each organ label by 5 voxels, and then we randomly sample a 3D point from inside
the organ. We generate up to 5 dot scribbles per organ. For the 2.5D slice scribbles, in each of
the 3 directions, we locate the slices that have the maximum surface area for each organ. We
then randomly select a slice in each direction that falls near that slice (within ±5 pixels). We
then generate 2D scribbles by first eroding the organ masks using a square structuring element
of size 52, and then we apply the skeletonisation thinning process of [98]. In order to obtain a
single scribble instead of a tree-like structure, we extract the longest path from the skeletonised
structure. The path is then re-dilated using a square structuring element of size 32.
(a) Single random dot. (b) Slice scribbles on the axial
slice.
(c) Bounding boxes around
liver and spleen.
Figure 4.4: Example of auto-generated weak annotations.
Figure 4.5: Example of a kidney scribble problem on an axial slice. On the left, we have the
ground truth segmentation of the left kidney. In the middle, we have the auto-generated 2D
scribble. We see that it overlap large differences in intensity. Due to the way the supervoxels
are generated, the scribbles overlaps multiple supervoxels; simply assigning the kidney label to
any supervoxel that overlaps results in incorrectly selecting supervoxels from the surrounding
area.
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Using the above mentioned strategy to generate annotations, we have found that it mostly
works quite well for the liver, spleen, and pancreas. For the the kidneys, however, there is a
tendency for some scribbles to fall on the central structure, which, due to the nature of the
contrast around that area, tends to be part of the background over-segmentation. Figure 4.5
shows an example of this issue; the problem also occurs with dot scribbles; however, it is less
frequent due to the random nature of the dot placement. There are a few potential alternatives
to alleviate this problem: (a) The annotation protocol would only call for scribbling over areas
of similar intensities; however, this is not applicable if the dataset is already annotated. (b)
Pruning the supervoxels based on prior knowledge about the expected size of the organ, so
as to reduce the likelihood of selecting supervoxels that have sizes that differ significantly
from the expected organ size. (c) Adopting an alternative annotation strategy, where the
user is presented directly with the supervoxels overlaid and (s)he selects the supervoxels that
correspond most to the organ.
4.4.2 Over-segmentations
We start off by visualising the effect of the proposed weight modification. Then, we evaluate the
quality of the over-segmentations for a range of parameters. The main parameters that have
an impact on the supervoxel shape are k and min size. For the remaining parameters, we set
them as follows: β = 5mm, m = 50 (the average edge weight), and σ = 0.5mm (recommended
in [56]).
4.4.2.1 Effect of Proposed Weight Modification
Figure 4.6 shows an example of the differences in output based on the original weights and our
proposed modification on an abdominal CT image. One can see that our proposed modification
leads to an improvement in supervoxel appearance.




Figure 4.6: Example of graph-based segmentation output using the modified weights;
min size = 3000. (a) shows a frontal slice from the 3D image. (b) shows the output from
using the original weights without any modification. k = 7000 so as to obtain about 350 super-
voxels. (c) original weights with k = 80 (about 600 supervoxels). (d) increasing the Gaussian
smoothing to 2mm; (e) shows the proposed weight modification with k = 80 (about 350 super-
voxels). (f) proposed weight modification and additional constraint where small supervoxels
are discarded. One can see that the remaining areas that pose ambiguity are in the boundary
regions. (g), (h), and (i) are examples of applying the SLIC supervoxel algorithm with super-
voxel sizes 253, 503, and 753, respectively; one can see that it is difficult to obtain self-contained
supervoxels that potentially correspond to organs as it relies on grid seed placement and does
not factor in information between neighbouring voxels. SLIC is more suited for obtaining small
compact supervoxels as in (g); however, it results in fractured supervoxels that contain multiple
objects when using larger supervoxel sizes.
4.4.2.2 Parameter Testing
For evaluating the effect of the parameters of the over-segmentation algorithm on the semantic
segmentation accuracy, we randomly select 50 images from the dataset and we over-segment
them into supervoxels using different values of k and min size. All the images are re-sampled to
a spacing of 2mm; the values for k range from 0 to 200 with an increment of 10, while the values
for min size range from 1000 to 5000 with an increment of 1000. We then compute the Dice
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scribble type organ optimal k optimal minsize max Dice overlap
1 dot
pancreas 70 2000 56.3± 17.9
kidneys 160 5000 79.6± 23.3
liver 120 5000 87.7± 19.1
spleen 130 3000 89.0± 13.1
2.5D slice scribbles
pancreas 20 1000 74.0± 6.8
kidneys 190 1000 89.5± 3.8
liver 40 3000 91.2± 2.5
spleen 30 5000 91.1± 6.4
bounding box
pancreas 60 1000 26.0± 29.4
kidneys 160 2000 79.1± 17.5
liver 60 1000 88.1± 13.1
spleen 120 1000 86.3± 19.6
Table 4.1: Optimal parameters based on annotation type.
overlap between the ground truth segmentations and the segmentations obtained by assigning
organ labels to supervoxels based on the weak annotations. We compute the Dice overlap from
using the 2.5D slice scribbles as well as the single dot scribbles. For the bounding boxes, we
assign a label the largest supervoxel that is at least 99% contained within its bounds. Figures
4.7 and 4.8 show heat maps of the mean and standard deviation of the Dice overlap for the 2.5D
scribbles and the dot scribbles. One can see that, mostly, there are a wide range of parameters
where there is no significant variation in the Dice overlap score, which is especially the case
for the liver and spleen. Table 4.1 summarises the optimal parameters for which the maximum
mean Dice overlap was obtained. One can see that using the 2.5D scribbles leads to better
Dice overlap compared to single dot scribbles, which is something to be expected as the former
cover larger parts of the organ and can overlap with multiple supervoxels in the case where an
organ is split up into multiple supervoxels. One can also notice that the bounding boxes are
not effective for the pancreas, which, due to its deformable nature, has a larger bounding box
and therefore tends to have supervoxels from the background that are potentially larger.


















Figure 4.7: Heat maps showing the mean and standard deviation of Dice score for different
values of k and min size when the 2.5D slice scribbles are used. One can see that the Dice
overlap score is not overly sensitive to the parameters, especially for the liver and spleen. This
means that it is not entirely essential to start with over-segmentations that adhere perfectly to
the organs.


















Figure 4.8: Heat maps showing the mean and standard deviation of Dice score for different
values of k and min size when the dot scribbles are used. Given that only one dot is used per
organ, the Dice overlap is lower than when using 2.5D scribbles. However, there is still a wide
range of parameters where the Dice overlap score does not vary much.
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4.4.3 Comparison with GrabCut and Graph-Cut
(a) Proposed method us-
ing supervoxels.
(b) Graph-cut with a
dot scribble.
(c) Graph-cut with a
larger scribble.
(d) GrabCut with a
bounding box.
Figure 4.9: Visual comparison of proposed method with GrabCut and graph-cut. (a) With
our proposed method using object-like supervoxels, a coarse segmentation of the liver can be
extract with a single click on the liver (blue), with no need for any background annotations. In
(b) and (c), graph-cut requires annotations for the background (green); segmentation results
are unsatisfactory with minimal user input. Accurate results can still be achieved, however,
with more time and user input. (d) GrabCut fails to give a satisfactory result as more elements
from the background as segmented as liver. The intensity model extracted from the initial
bounding box introduces noise in liver appearance model.
In Figure 4.9, we show the issues of using graph-cut and GrabCut for obtaining initial over-
segmentation using minimal user input. Graph-cut requires that the user specifies object (in this
case, an organ) and background seeds; while graph-cut can achieve high segmentation accuracy
when used interactively by the user, where further organ and background seeds are provided
by the user to correct the segmentation, it is less straightforward to obtain a segmentation
with as minimal as single dot placed on an organ. With our proposed approach, we can
obtain a rough segmentation of an organ with a single dot, without requiring seeds for the
background. GrabCut, used with simple intensity models, is much more effective with colour
images, as colour tends to provide a strong cue to separate the object from the background.
With monochromatic images, it is much more difficult as similar grayscale values can appear
in the object and background. The use of a bounding box tends to introduce areas from the
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background into the object intensity model, which results in inaccurate segmentation as seen
in Figure 4.9. For both graph-cut and GrabCut we use a histogram intensity model and λ = 1
as a weight for the pairwise term.
4.4.4 Weakly-supervised Segmentation
We generate over-segmentations for each image over multiple ranges for k = 50,70,90,110,130
and min size = 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000. The images are all resampled to an isotropic spacing
of 2mm before generating the over-segmentations. Each object-like supervoxel gets assigned
an organ label based on the three forms of weak annotations: 1 dot/organ, 5 dots/organ, and
2.5D scribbles. We then combine the segmentations to produce a probability map, where each
segmentation casts an equally-weighted vote on a voxel level as to what its label should be.
Figure 4.10 shows an example of combining multiple over-segmentations to obtain a probability
map.
Dice overlap scores are computed for each of the four organs after applying graph-cut refinement
for the three forms of weak annotations. The images are up-sampled from 2mm back to their
native resolution for the computation of the Dice overlap. Figure 4.11 summarises the Dice
overlap for four organs and for the three forms of weak annotations.
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(a) Pancreas (b) Kidneys
(c) Liver (d) Spleen
Figure 4.10: Example of combining multiple over-segmentations to get a probability map for
each of the four organs. Although we generate many more over-segmentations, here we only
show a few. The first cell is the original image with the ground truth segmentation overlaid in
red. The last cell is a heat map of the generated probability map by fusing all the intermediate
segmentations (in white).
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(a) Pancreas (b) Kidneys
(c) Liver (d) Spleen
Figure 4.11: Final Dice overlap score after graph-cut segmentation for each of the 4 organs.
One can see that we get a high Dice overlap for the liver and spleen. For the kidneys, there is
a considerable improvement from using a single random dot to using 5 random dots; however,
using 2.5D scribbles still yields slightly better results for the kidneys. This is most likely due
to the scribbles covering the kidney regions that exhibit the large contrast variations, while it
is less likely for the random dots to always fall on all the different regions of the kidney. There
is also a subtle improvement for the pancreas. Using 5 randomly placed dots on the organs
approaches the accuracy of using 2.5D scribbles.
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4.4.5 Comparison with Fully-Supervised Methods































Table 4.2: Mean Dice overlap results from five other methods that have been applied on the
same abdominal CT dataset.
Five other methods [38, 207, 199, 183, 155] have been applied on the same dataset or a subset
of the dataset. We therefore report the results as taken from the original publications in Table
4.2. The different methods rely on different approaches: [155] uses current state-of-the-art
fully-supervised CNN; No Dice overlap was reported for the kidneys, however. [207] uses atlas-
based segmentation propagation using local non-rigid registration, while [183] uses dictionary
learning. [199] uses a patch-based segmentation approach. [38] uses a probabilistic atlas.
Our proposed method, which does not require fully-labelled data, achieves competitive results
for the liver and spleen compared to the other methods; however, our method under-performs
for the pancreas and kidneys. What can be highlighted from this is that our proposed method
is quite simplistic and requires extremely minimal annotations, and yet it can approach the
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accuracy of fully-supervised methods for some organs.
4.4.6 Implementation and Computational Time
The graph-based over-segmentation method has been implemented in C++. The code for
the 2D version is publicly available online from the authors. We modify the method so that
it works with 3D images and implement our proposed modification. On average, after re-
sampling the images to 2mm isotropic spacing, it takes 5-10 seconds to compute the graph-
based supervoxels, making it possible to generate multiple different over-segmentations per
image efficiently. Graph-cut is implemented in C++ with the core algorithm available directly
from the authors online. We apply graph-cut on the images at the 2mm isotropic spacing, and
it takes 30 seconds to 1-minute to obtain the final segmentation. The output images are later re-
sampled back to their original resolution for the computation of the Dice overlap. Experiments
were run on a single machine (core i7 @ 3.40 GHz, 16 GB of memory).
4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a method that relies on over-segmentations as object pro-
posals in order to perform weakly-supervised segmentation of a dataset labelled with minimal
annotations. To generate over-segmentations that are representative of the organs, we have
proposed a modification of the efficient graph-based segmentation algorithm [56] that is more
robust for CT images. A variety of weak annotations (random dots, scribbles) can then trans-
ferred to the over-segmentations, resulting in semantic segmentation proposals. Once multiple
semantic segmentation proposals are generated, they are fused in the form of a probability map,
which is then used as input to graph-cut in order to obtain a final regularised segmentation
on a voxel level. We evaluated our method on an abdominal CT dataset consisting of 150
weakly-labelled images. We obtain Dice overlaps of 60.5 ± 23.4, 78.8 ± 14.0, 93.6 ± 2.3, and
92.2 ± 2.4 for the pancreas, kidneys, liver, and spleen respectively, when using 5 random dots
placed on each organ. The results are promising: for the spleen and liver, we achieve accuracies
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that are close to fully-supervised methods. However, the Dice overlap is not as good for the
pancreas, which suffers from poor edge contrast, and the kidney, where, due to the nature of
the over-segmentation, results in under-segmentation of the kidneys as shown in Figure 4.5.
Therefore, the main caveat of the method is that it is dependent on the quality of the initial
over-segmentation; where it performs well if the to-be-segmented organ does not consist of
multiple regions of different intensities. The pancreas suffers from low edge contrast, which is
also a problem for the initial over-segmentation algorithm. The liver and spleen tend to have
less issues with boundary contrast and they exhibit homogeneous intensities, which is why the
initial over-segmentation can capture the organs well. It is also worth highlighting that in the
abdominal CT dataset, there exists outlier cases which are due to the different stages of diseases
of the different patients; this tends to have an effect on the intensity of the CT images and
potentially affect the segmentation algorithms.
The advantage of our method is that it is efficient and requires extremely minimal user input.
Using object-like supervoxels is potentially a better and quicker alternative than providing
bounding boxes as input.Our method can work well with annotations as minimal as a dot on
the organs; with 5 randomly placed dots achieving similar accuracy as placing a scribble on
each of the 3 dimensions. Random placements of dots on organs is an easy, quick task for a
non-expert person; this potentially opens the door for an extremely easy form of crowd sourcing
of medical image segmentation, with a given image receiving dots random placed on organs by
multiple persons.
There are several avenues for future work. We have only made use of the FH algorithm to
generate over-segmentations as it is quite efficient; however, despite a potential decrease in
efficiency, using a combination of different over-segmentation algorithms could potentially lead
to better ensemble output as different algorithms capture different characteristics. The over-
segmentation algorithm proposed in [30] makes use of graph-cut, and has been reported to
achieve high accuracy on 2D images from the computer vision literature; however, its main
drawback is that it is computationally demanding, taking on average 8 minutes/2D image and
would take considerably longer on 3D images. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to investigate
how much gain in accuracy can be achieved using the algorithm on 3D medical images. The
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gains in accuracy potentially obtainable could justify the loss in efficiency. We have combined
the segmentations using a simple voting scheme; however, alternative forms of segmentation
fusion could be used (e.g. [202]). Another future work would investigate using higher-order
potentials in the MRF optimisation to attempts to improve the segmentation accuracy. In [95],
over-segmentations obtained via the mean shift algorithm are used as a 2nd order potential,
where they show that improvements in segmentation can be obtained compared to using single
order. In our case, we generate over-segmentations; however, we only make use of them as
probability for the data term in graph-cut and do not add them as higher order potentials.
In [93, 49], multi-atlas label propagation was performed with partially annotated atlases; how-
ever, the atlases still required a given proportion of slices to be fully-labelled, our method could
potentially be used in a similar context of multi-atlas label propagation, yet requiring mini-
mally labelled atlas. It would therefore be interesting to investigate our proposed approach in
a similar application.
What is important to highlight from this chapter is the promising use of object-like supervoxels
in the context of medical image segmentation. While the segmentation accuracies are not
competitive to state-of-the-art methods for some organs, they could potentially still be used as
components of other methods or applications that require quick coarse segmentations. In the
next chapter, we will investigate propagating weak annotations from a small subset of images
annotated with dots to the entire unlabelled dataset.
Chapter 5
Joint Supervoxel Random Forest for
Label Propagation
This chapter is based on the following publication:
• F. Kanavati, T. Tong, K. Misawa, M. Fujiwara, K. Mori, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, Joint
Supervoxel Classification Forest for Weakly-Supervised Organ Segmentation. Interna-
tional Workshop on Machine Learning in Medical Imaging, Held in Conjunction with
MICCAI, 79-87, 2017.
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we have investigated using multiple over-segmentations to perform
weakly-supervised image segmentation on a dataset that is weakly annotated. In this chapter,
we investigate the case where the weak annotations are only available for a small subset of the
images. In scenarios where the image dataset becomes increasingly large, it is impractical to
expect that all images be labelled/weakly labelled. It would be much more efficient to be able
to annotate only a small set and have the annotations propagate to the unlabelled images in
the dataset. Label propagation methods have been proposed in the computer vision literature
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(see Section 2.3.2); the main bottleneck, however, is the computational cost: constructing large
voxel-wise graphs between images quickly becomes prohibitive. We will therefore be operating
on a supervoxel-level.
In Chapter 3, we looked at using random forest for estimating supervoxel-level correspondences
between pairs of images. The method consisted in over-segmenting a pair of images into compact
supervoxels, and then encoding each image as a random forest. Applying each forest on the
other image results in a mutual set of correspondences. While the method is efficient if the end
goal is just pairs of images, one limitation of applying it on a large dataset is that it would
entail training N forests (one per image) and testing each one of them on the other N − 1
images to obtain correspondences – this quickly becomes prohibitive.
In this chapter, we will similarly explore the idea of using an efficient supervised algorithm
(random forest) to estimate correspondences between images; however, we will propose mod-
ifications to make it scalable to a large dataset: (a) we use object-sized supervoxels instead
of small compact supervoxels, and (b) we train one shared forest for all the images instead
of one forest per image by minimising a single objective function at the nodes that consid-
ers information jointly from all images. All the images are thus encoded by the same forest
structure, where each leaf node stores a distinct supervoxel label distribution per image. The
forest can be applied once on a given source image to obtain supervoxel label predictions for its
voxels from all the other target images in the dataset by simply looking up the target images’
distributions in the leaf nodes. The output is then regularised using majority voting within
the boundaries of the source’s supervoxels. This makes it possible to compute correspondences
efficiently between all the image regions in a large dataset. This yields sparse correspondences
on an over-segmentation-based level in an unsupervised, efficient, and robust manner. Weak
annotations can then be propagated to other images, extending the labelled set and allowing an
organ label classification forest to be trained in order to learn a shared appearance model that
could be used to segment new unlabelled images. We investigate two potential applications:
organ-based image retrieval and weakly-supervised image segmentation.
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5.2 Related Work
Our proposed method is mostly related to unsupervised object discovery and label propagation.
More details about the latter can also be found in Section 2.3.2. In the computer vision
community, there is an increasing interest in object discovery, where the aim is to attempt
to discover objects in unlabelled and weakly-labelled image datasets [187]. This is motivated
by the idea that a large dataset containing similar object is bound to have repeating patterns
and shapes, so they could potentially be exploited to discover and jointly segment the common
objects. The methods can be completely unsupervised [176, 99, 175], where there are no
assumptions about the contents of the images, or weakly supervised [73, 195, 161, 51, 34, 181],
where the minimal assumption is that a common object is present in all of the images. Some
methods focus on obtaining segmentations, while others, only bounding boxes [51, 175, 181].
The problem is much more challenging when it is completely unsupervised as the there is no
knowledge about the objects that could be present in an image. In a given medical image
dataset, however, the objects present are usually known (e.g. a particular set of organs); what
is not know is their exact location and segmentation.
In the context of unsupervised techniques, some methods [176, 164, 59] make use of topic models
[21, 74] (a topic model is a type of statistical model for discovering the topic concepts that occur
in a set of documents; it is frequently used in text-mining) in order to attempt to discover object
categories and their approximate position in an image dataset. In [176], affine covariant image
regions are encoded using a bag-of-words model applied to SIFT-like descriptors, while in [164]
the normalised cut algorithm [171] is used to generate multiple different segments by varying
the parameters, with ultimately one segment in each image being selected as the most likely one
to contain the object. Given the difficulty of the task, they still manage to coarsely extract the
common objects; however, the inference is computationally expensive, and background noise
tends to be learnt as part of the object. In addition, the number of topics needs to be provided
as a parameter, and there is typically an assumption that there is one object per image. Figure
5.1 shows an example of what the method proposed in [164] attempts to achieve.
In [73], a graph is constructed using sets of partially matching features between images, cate-
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Figure 5.1: An example of the unsupervised object discovery method as proposed in [164].
Given a set of input images (first column), the method in [164] attempts to discover object
categories and infer their spatial extent (e.g. cars and buildings: final two columns). Multi-
ple segmentations are computed per image (a subset is depicted in the second through fifth
columns). The task is discover object category in an unsupervised manner and find the seg-
ments that correspond to each category. The segments chosen by the method are shown in
green (buildings) and yellow (cars). Figure from [164].
gories are then discovered by applying a spectral clustering method, with the number of clusters
set to the expected number of categories in the image dataset. After refinement of the clusters,
classifiers are trained to discover similar objects in new images. [175] uses link analysis to detect
bounding boxes around regions of interests that are deemed statistically significant across the
dataset in an unsupervised manner.
In an attempt to learn object segmentations from unlabelled images, a generative probabilistic
model is used in [204] to combine top-down cues of shape and pose with bottom-up cues of color
and edge. An iterative 2-step procedure is then used to refine the segmentations of the common
object, where the procedure alternates between learning the object models and updating the
segmentations. Similarly, [6] uses an iterative procedure by alternating between two steps.
The difference is that they use a segmentation energy defined over all the images, in a manner
similar to GrabCut [156]. Both methods, however, assume rough alignments and similar poses
between all objects. In [57] a sparse set of parts, forming constellation models, are learnt
from unlabelled images; however, no object segmentations are generated due to computational
constraints.
As the segmentations obtained by unsupervised methods so far have not been perfect, [54]
proposes a semi-automatic segmentation propagation approach, where human input is actively
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requested to label some images that the algorithm deems most helpful for propagation labels
to the remaining unlabelled images. Multiple regions are created per image using a region
proposal algorithm, with the assumption that at least one of them would contain the object.
A graph is then constructed based on those regions, where each region forms a node and the
edges connect regions from different images. An MRF is then defined over the graph to find
the best matches, incorporating the user input as constraints. One segment is then extracted
per image.
In [99], the problem is extended to multiple objects per image. Normalised cuts [171] is used to
compute multiple segmentation per image. The segmentations are then clustered using spectral
clustering. The clusters are used to extract a set of appearance models, which are used as input
to graph-cut to refine the boundaries of the segmentations. The process is then repeated in the
hope that better segmentations can be obtained. [37] perform unsupervised object discovery in
the wild, without any assumption on the number of categories.
In [209], they attempt to present a unified framework of weakly-supervised segmentation that
handles a mixture of tags, partial labels and bounding boxes. Superpixels are computed for all
the images, and an extremely large dimensional feature vector is extracted for each superpixel.
The features consist of an aggregation of features from a region-based CNN [65]. Max-margin
clustering is then applied to infer the appearance models and labelling, with the weak labels
serving as constraints.
A slightly related topic is mid-level visual element discovery [175, 178, 103], where the aim is to
discover in an unsupervised manner clusters of visually discriminative patches. However, the
methods do not generate segmentations.
Images encountered in computer vision are much more unconstrained in the sense that the
images might have the same foreground object, but the background tends to be different. This
difference in background can be exploited to better segment the common foreground object. In
medical images, however, there is always roughly the same anatomically structure and there
are multiple common objects, corresponding to different organs, instead of one. In our case,
we seek to simultaneously parse multiple organs in a single image, while in computer vision
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Figure 5.2: Overview of atlas propagation with the proposed framework in [205]. All atlases and
unlabelled images are embedded into a low-dimensional manifold (1). The N nearest unlabelled
images to the labelled images are selected for segmentation (2). The M closest labelled images
are registered to each of the selected images (an example for one image is shown in panel 3).
Intensity refinement is used to obtain label maps for each of the selected images (4). Steps 2
to 4 are iterated until all images are fully labelled. (From[205]. )
most methods assume a single object per image. Medical images have different fields of view,
which means that they will not necessarily have the same number of supervoxels, which makes
it non-trivial to apply any method that requires setting a number of clusters or topic.
In medical image analysis, some methods [205, 94, 29] have been proposed that attempt to
perform semi-supervised segmentation via iterative label propagation, where, starting from
a small set of fully-labelled images, labels are iteratively propagated to the images in the
unlabelled set. In [205], all the images are embedded in a manifold and sets of similar images are
obtained, with the intention of restricting the propagation to similar images only to reduce error
propagation. Multi-atlas label segmentation is then used to iteratively segment the unlabelled
images: the labelled image set iteratively grows until all the dataset is labelled. Figure 5.2
shows an overview of the method. In [94] a voxel-wise graph is constructed between coarsely
aligned images and a patch-based segmentation strategy is used to iteratively propagate label
probabilities.
There has been works on semi-supervised forest whereby the function being optimised is the
sum of the information gain from the labelled examples and the Information gain unlabelled
examples modeled as a GMM [46]. However, the difference in our proposed method is that we
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convert the unlabelled images into labelled images via the use of object-like supervoxels, and
we avoid making the assumption that all the unlabelled image features can be modelled by a
GMM. In [127], they use extremely randomised forest [64] to perform image retrieval. They
start by extracting random sub-windows from the images in the dataset. These sub-windows
are transformed and then passed through the forest. This is then used to carry out content-
based image retrieval based on a co-occurrence in the leaf nodes. The disadvantage, however, is
that it is highly dependent on the size of the sub-window, and would potentially entail having
to extract a large number of sub-windows. In [134] random clustering forests are used to extract
a discriminative feature vector for images to the task of image classification. Starting from a
category labelled dataset, the forest is trained for classification,and then the category labels are
ignored. The feature vector is constructed has the histogram of the distribution of the image
patches in the leaf nodes in each tree, with the length of the feature vector being that of the
total number of leaf nodes in the forest. The feature vector is then used to train an SVM for
classification. While our proposed method is similarly performing a task of clustering, it differs
in multiple ways, among which: we are using our method for segmentation and not image
categorisation; our method is unsupervised as we start from a fully unlabelled dataset, while
theirs requires a labelled dataset; we do not disregard the labels; and we operate on object-like
supervoxels instead of randomly extracted patches.
5.3 Method
5.3.1 Problem Formulation
The problem is similar to the method in Chapter 3, except that instead of pairs of images, the
problem is extended to multiple images.
Let {Ii}n1 be the set of all the images in the dataset. Each image Ii is over-segmented into
supervoxels represented by an indexed family of sets SV i = {svik}k∈Ci . Each image Ii, there-
fore, consists of |SV i| supervoxels, with the index set Ci = {1, ..., |SV i|} denoting the distinct
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indices/labels of the supervoxels. Each supervoxel svik = {vil}|sv
i
k|
1 , in turn, is a set of voxels v
i
l .
With N i representing the total number of voxels in the image, we have
∑
k |svik| = N i.
Establishing correspondences, on a supervoxel level, from an image Ii to an image Ij consists
of finding a mapping function gij : C
i → Cj that maps each supervoxel index from Ci to an
index in Cj so that ∀l ∈ Ci,∃c ∈ Cj | gij(l) = c. The goal is to find all the mapping functions
gij for i× j ∈ {1, . . . , n}2. To do so, we propose using a single random classification forest.
5.3.2 Object-like Supervoxels
We use the same efficient graph-based segmentation method (FH algorithm) as was described
in the previous chapter in Section 4.3.2 to obtain object-like supervoxels. Other object proposal
algorithms could potentially be used; however, we use the graph-based method as it is efficient
and has been shown in the previous chapter to be effective for the abdominal CT dataset. In
this chapter, the aim is to obtain correspondences between all the supervoxels in a large dataset;
the correspondences will be later used to propagate annotations. For the correspondence step,
it is not essential to have object-like supervoxels that have high Dice overlap with the organs
in order to obtain good correspondences. Once correspondences have been obtained and the
annotations have been propagated, the segmentations can be refined in a post-processing stage.
We have seen in the previous chapter that the over-segmentations are not highly sensitive
to the parameters; therefore, we only use a single set of parameters for the supervoxel over-
segmentation algorithm as we are interested in coarse segmentation and localisation.
5.3.3 Joint Supervoxel Random Forest
We train a single random forest on all images simultaneously by optimising a single objective
function at the nodes (we will refer to this as joint optimisation). Therefore, we are encoding
all the images in the dataset using the same forest structure. Joint optimisation allows the
selection of image features that are discriminative for a large number of images. In addition,
if a given structure is similar across many images, it is much more likely that a majority of
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Figure 5.3: An overview of the joint supervoxel forest. For illustration, only one tree is shown.
Voxels from all the images in the dataset are used to train each tree. At the nodes, we perform
joint optimisation by maximising the sum of the information gain from all the images. At the
leaf nodes, we store a distribution per image of the supervoxel indices, such that there could be
up to N distributions stored at each leaf node. During testing, a voxel starts at the root node
and, depending on its response to the binary split function at each node (circle), it is sent left
or right until it reaches a leaf node (square). Once a voxel from a given image reaches a leaf
node, it is possible to look up simultaneously its correspondences to all the other images.
their voxels would end up in the same leaf nodes. Figure 5.3 shows an overview of the proposed
method; only one tree is shown. We use a similar random forest framework to the one described
in Section 2.6.1; what differs here, however, is the node optimisation and storage of multiple
distinct distributions in the leaf nodes.
5.3.3.1 Node Optimisation
The formulation of the information gain as described in section 2.6 applies to the case when
a group of images share the same set of class labels. In our case, however, each image has
a distinct set of class labels, corresponding to supervoxels, that do not have any mapping
between their indices. This makes a direct application of Equation 2.17 not straight-forward.
As we still seek to incorporate information from all the images in the node optimisation, we will
modify Equation 2.17 as follows: At each node, we perform joint optimisation of the feature
selection, where the feature selected at each node is the one that maximises the sum of the


















p(c) log p(c) (5.3)
is the Shannon entropy, with p(c) being the normalised empirical histogram of the labels Ci of
the training samples in Si.
In addition, we randomly select, with ratio rimages, at each node, a subset of the images to
perform node optimisation on. This allows speeding up the training process and increasing the
randomisation between the trees.
5.3.3.2 Leaf Nodes
In each leaf node of a given tree t, we store a set of n posterior supervoxel label distributions,
corresponding to each one of the n images in the dataset. We denote the posterior distributions
as pti(c = l|v), l ∈ Ci. At a given leaf node k and for a given image i, pti(c = l|v) is computed
as the empirical histogram distribution of the supervoxel labels of the voxels from image i that
reached the leaf node k.
During training, we use a sampling rate r  100%; this bagging approach leads to the con-
struction of different trees with different sets of features and helps in improving generalisation.
A low sampling rate, however, can also result in only a few samples reaching the leaf nodes
from a given image, resulting in a poorly estimated label distribution. Therefore, once training
is finished, we recompute the distributions in the leaf nodes using a 100% sampling rate, as
we are interested in assigned labels based on information from all the voxels. We do so by
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simply re-passing all the samples from all the images down the learnt trees and recomputing
the posterior distributions for each image in each of the leaf nodes. This helps in increasing
the robustness of the estimated distributions in the leaf nodes. We have found that we obtain
an improvement in the prediction accuracy when using this approach.
5.3.3.3 Appearance Features
We use simple cuboid context features, similarly as in Chapter 3. These features have a set of
parameters κ that consists in a pair of offsets (∆x0,∆x1), cuboid sizes (s0, s1) and a boolean
b, resulting in the following feature value function
ψκ(x) = Bs0(x + ∆x0)− b×Bs1(x + ∆x1). (5.4)
During training and at each node in the tree, values for the set of parameters κ are randomly
sampled from uniform distributions. Only a limited number nf of features are sampled at each
node, with the feature that maximises the total information gain being selected as the optimal
feature at that node. The appearance features are visualised in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Appearance features. The voxel context appearance features are computed as mean




Once the forest has been trained, correspondences between all the n images in the dataset can
be obtained by applying the forest once on each image. In total, the output is n× (n− 1) sets
of supervoxel correspondences.
Once a voxel vi from image Ii reaches a leaf node of a tree t, it is assigned a set of n − 1
posterior probability distributions {ptj(c = l|vi) | l ∈ Cj}j=1...n that correspond to the n − 1
other images in the dataset and that represent how likely a particular supervoxel is to have a
label l from image j.
Correspondences on the supervoxel level are then obtained via a majority vote, by aggregating
all the probabilities of a given supervoxel’s voxels from all the trees. The label that has the
highest probability is assigned to the supervoxel. So, given a supervoxel svik from image Ii, it
is assigned n− 1 labels cijk , j = 1 . . . n obtained as follows:







This results in a set of n − 1 correspondences between a supervoxel svik from image Ii to a
supervoxel from each of the other n− 1 images.
5.3.3.5 Mutual Correspondences, Supervoxel Graph, and Label Propagation
The correspondences outputted from the joint forest are pruned such that a match Ri → Rj
is considered valid only if there is also a mutual match from Rj → Ri. This helps in reducing
the number of incorrect correspondences. As a result of this, for each supervoxel A, we obtain
a set of supervoxels that have a mutual correspondence with A, which we denote as M(A).
Given M(A),∀A ∈ SV , where SV is the set of all the supervoxels from all the images, we can
construct a graph G linking all the supervoxels. An undirected edge exists between supervoxel
A and supervoxel B if and only if A ∈M(B) or B ∈M(A). M(A) also denotes the immediate
neighbours of supervoxel A. By labelling a supervoxel with label l, we add it to the set of labelled
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supervoxels S l. Figure 5.5 (a) shows a simplified toy example of the resulting graph between
the supervoxels that contains many unlabelled supervoxels and a single labelled supervoxel.
(a) Graph obtained using the mutual correspon-
dences. The green node corresponds to a seman-
tically labelled supervoxel.
(b) First step of the label propagation. Nodes that
have an edge with the initial labelled supervoxel
(light green) become labelled (dark green).
(c) Second step of the label propagation. New
nodes (purple) are added to the labelled set only
if they have at least 2 edges with the current anno-
tated nodes (green). The red nodes are not added
as they only have one edge with any of the green
nodes.
Figure 5.5: Toy example that illustrates the label propagation, starting from a single labelled
supervoxel (light green).
The goal is to propagate a label l to as many supervoxels as possible, while attempting to
minimise errors in the propagation. We therefore make use of an iterative approach, where
starting from a single labelled supervoxel, we iteratively extend the set S l, by adding additional
supervoxels to S l based on the supervoxel graph. In order to iteratively propagate a label, we
make the following assumption: if a supervoxel A is labelled, and if we have an edge A ↔ B,
then it is highly likely that A and B have the same label l. However, naively applying this
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approach would result in the introduction of errors, as all it takes is a single incorrect edge
between supervoxels that have different ground truth labels. To minimise errors, we add the
additional constraint where at each step, a new supervoxel B is added to S l if and only if a
given number of existing supervoxels in S l agree that it should be added. We can now describe
the label propagation in more detail.
Label Propagation We define a threshold function p(B,S) ∈ [0, 1]:
p(B,S) = mB|S| , (5.6)
where mB is the number of edges that exist between B and each supervoxel in the set S, and |S|
is the number of supervoxels in S. Supervoxel B can then be added to the set Sl by thresholding
p(B,S) > τ . For example, if τ = 0.5, then B is added to the set if it has edges with at least
50% of the supervoxels in S.
We then iteratively extend the set Sl as follows:
1. Given an initial labelled supervoxel A, initialise the set S l with A and M(A), initialise
the visited set V with A, and the count table T with 0s;
2. initialise the set N as empty; for each supervoxel B ∈ S l, if B /∈ V , then:
(a) add B to V ;
(b) for each supervoxel C ∈M(B)
i. if p(C, Sl) > τ , then add C to N and T (C) = T (C) + 1;
3. add N to S l;
4. repeat steps 2 and 3 until there are no more new supervoxels to add.
With each iteration, the larger the set S l becomes the less likely that further away supervoxels
will be added. This helps in reducing the chance of including an incorrect correspondence that
is farther away down the correspondence chain, i.e. given a correspondence chain B ↔ C ↔
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. . .↔ Z, Z is less likely to be included if the set S l is large and Z does not have an edge with
at least 100× τ% of supervoxels in S l.
Some images might still receive incorrect annotations, or the correspondences obtained using
our method potentially contain inaccuracies, even after the propagation step. In order to reduce
the impact of such issues, we proceed by pruning out the set Sl of potentially incorrectly labelled
supervoxels. We do this by applying a threshold to the count table T , which represents the
number to times a given supervoxel was added to Sl, as follows:
T (A) > 25%×max
B
T (B). (5.7)
If a supervoxel has a count less than 25% of the maximum count in T , then it is pruned out
from Sl. We apply this threshold when the number of annotated images exceeds 4.
5.3.4 Weakly-supervised Segmentation
Figure 5.6: A simplified method overview of the weakly-supervised image segmentation pipeline
where a random forest is used as a final step to learn the segmentation appearance model. The
method assumes that at least a single image is annotated with organ annotations.
Given a dataset of unlabelled images, we assume that a small subset has manual organ anno-
tations. Each object-like supervoxel in the annotated images is then assigned an organ label
based on the annotation that overlaps with it. The labels are then propagated to the other
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images based on proposed method described in the previous section, resulting in a larger subset
of labelled images.
After having propagated the labels, we now have a subset of images in the dataset that are
coarsely segmented. Applying a similar approach to our proposed method from the previous
chapter can aid improving and refining the organ segmentations obtained from the object-like
supervoxels. Some images, however, may still remain unlabelled if they do not receive any labels
via the label propagation or manual annotations. In order to provide labels for the remaining
unlabelled images, there are a few options:
• the remaining images for a given organ are presented to the user to manual annotate. A
further improvement would consist in presenting the images to the user in an order that
maximises the number of images that receive a propagated label, instead of randomly
annotating a subset of images.
• Using a multi-atlas approach (Section 2.5.1), where the labelled images are used to prop-
agate labels to the remaining unlabelled images.
• Learning a shared model in the form of a classifier from the images that have been labelled,
and then using the classifier to predict labels on the unlabelled images.
In this chapter, we will investigate the third option. We train one classifier per organ, as not all
images necessarily receive all the organ labels. When an image receives an organ label, one can
make the assumption that all remaining voxels in the image that do not have the organ label
are part of the background. In a multi-class classifier, however, if an image receive a single
organ label out of nl > 1 organs present, all the remaining voxels can either be part of the
other nl − 1 organs or be part of the background.
For each organ, we use as training data the subset of images that have received the correspond-
ing organ label. Here we again use a random forest classifier, but any other classifier could
potentially be used. Applying each organ label forest on all the images results in a probabilis-
tic output as to whether a voxel is of a given organ or background. A potential advantage
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in learning a shared model is that it could help in correcting the initial over-segmentation
errors form the object-like supervoxels. We therefore re-apply it on labelled images used for
training as well as the new unlabelled images. The probabilistic outputs from the forest are
then used as input for the unary cost to a graph-cut [23] segmentation. Given that the initial
over-segmentations might contain inaccuracies, we only use probabilities larger than 0.85 as
input to graph-cut. For each image, we then fuse the binary organ segmentations into a sin-
gle, multi-organ segmentation per image. The result is a fully-segmented dataset. Figure 5.6
provides an overview of the method.
5.4 Experiments and Results
We again use the abdominal CT dataset (as described in Section 1.4.1). Ground truth segmen-
tations are available which are used to evaluate the quality of segmentations obtained using
our method. Supervoxels are computed on images re-sampled to 2mm isotropic spacing, with
k = 80, minimum size 3000mm3, σ = 0.5mm, β = 5mm, and m = 50. Table 5.1 provides a
summary of the joint forest parameters, which were set empirically. Shallow trees seemed to
perform better than deep trees.
Before moving on to the main application of weakly-supervised image segmentation, we apply
our method in the context of an organ supervoxel retrieval application. This allows us to
quantify the quality of the correspondences obtained by our method. The metrics commonly
used in image retrieval are an effective means for evaluating the correspondences, as we seek to
measure the quality of organ supervoxels that are retrieved/obtained.
5.4.1 Baseline: Extremely Randomised Forest
In order to determine whether the proposed joint node optimisation is effective at extracting
discriminative features and improving the accuracy of the correspondences, we compare our
method with an Extremely Randomised Forest (ERF) [64], where no node optimisation is
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carried out. At each node, only a single set of feature parameters is sampled from a uniform
distribution; the threshold for the split is then sampled randomly from a uniform distribution
within the range starting from the minimum feature value of the samples at the node to the
maximum feature value.
In such an extreme case, the trees built are totally randomised and have a structure that is
practically independent of the input. Such trees are extremely efficient to construct as no time
is spent on node optimisation. An ERF can still achieve similar accuracy to a random forest,
when all the available features are discriminative. Optimised random forests tend to outperform
ERF when there is a large number of irrelevant features, and therefore node optimisation in a
random forest performs feature selection and discards the irrelevant features [64].
5.4.2 Application: Organ-based Image Retrieval
As a way to test the quality of the supervoxel correspondences obtained by our method, we
test it in the context of an organ image retrieval application. We will use precision, recall,
and F-score metrics to measure the accuracy of the correspondences (see Section 1.3 for more
details about the metrics). The supervoxel correspondences from a given image are correct if
they connect with supervoxels from other images in the dataset that have the same organ label.
Precision measures the number of correct correspondences, while recall measures the number
of correct correspondence that are obtained. F-score gives a combined measure of both.
We then apply both ERF and our proposed Joint Random Forest (JRF) in order to obtain
correspondences. Correspondences are propagated as described in Section 5.3.3.5; the threshold
τ is set to 0.5. Parameters used for training are reported in Table 5.1. The only difference with
ERF is that no node optimisation is carried out.
Given an image, the user select a supervoxel that corresponds to a particular organ. We then
retrieve all the supervoxels from the other images that matched with the selected supervoxel.
For each of the four organs, we repeat this process 150 times, where each image in the dataset
is used as a seed to perform a selection on. We then report box plots of precision, recall, and




max offset radius 200mm
max cuboid size 32mm







Table 5.1: Joint random forest parameters. Overall, the parameters are similar to the ones that
have been commonly used. We have found that shallow trees lead to better results than deep
trees in this particular application.
F-score in Figure 5.7. Results for both of the kidneys are combined. One can note from Figure
5.7 that our proposed method outperforms extremely randomised forest. This implies that
our method allows for the extracting of useful common features. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show an
example of retrieving the kidneys, liver, and spleen where only a single dot was placed for each
organ on 1 image only.
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(a) Boxplot of precision for 150 images. (b) Boxplot of recall for 150 images.
(c) Boxplot of F-score for 150 images.
Figure 5.7: Boxplots of precision, recall, and F-score using extremely randomised forest and
joint random forest for retrieval. They are obtained by going through the dataset and using
each image as seed on which pancreas, kidneys, liver, and spleen supervoxels are selected. Then,
the metrics are computed based on the obtained correspondences. In (a) one can note that:
precision for the liver is equal to 1 in for both the Extremely Randomised Forest (ERF) and
Joint Random Forest (JRF); there is minor improvement in precision in the case of kidneys
and spleen using JRF; median precision improves by about 0.2 for the pancreas using JRF. In
(b) one can note that: there is significant improvement in recall for all four organs when using
JRF; recall for the liver is equal to 1. In (c) the F-score for all four organs is significantly higher
when using JRF.
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(a) Right Kidney. 132 matches.
(b) Left Kidney. 130 matches.
Figure 5.8: Kidneys matches obtained by selecting organ’s supervoxel on a single image. The
top left image in each subfigure is the only image that was annotated; the rest were retrieved
using our proposed method. For space considerations, image sizes are adjusted to fit in the
grid. The supervoxels are highlighted in red.
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(a) Liver. 149 matches.
(b) Spleen. 132 matches.
Figure 5.9: Liver and spleen matches obtained by selecting organ’s supervoxel on a single
image. The top left image in each subfigure is the only image that was annotated; the rest were
retrieved using our proposed method. For space considerations, image sizes are adjusted to fit
in the grid. The supervoxels are highlighted in red.
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5.4.3 Application: Weakly-supervised Image Segmentation
Next, we move on to the main application of weakly-supervised image segmentation. Each
to-be-annotated image receives 4 1-dot scribbles, representing each of the 4 organs. A dot is
placed randomly anywhere on the organ; this mimics a user simply clicking once anywhere
on each organ in the image. To generate the dots automatically, we use the ground truth
segmentations. We initially erode the ground truth segmentation masks with a 53 structuring
element, and then we randomly sample a point from inside the eroded mask. The dots are used
to provide a semantic label to the supervoxels that represents the organs.
We run the following experiment to measure the effect of an increasing number of annotated
images on the precision, recall, and F-score: for a number of annotated images nA ranging from
1 to 20, we randomly select nA images and annotate each of the selected images with 4 1-dot
scribbles. We then obtain the sets Sl, l = {1, . . . , 4}, using the approach described in Section
5.3.3.5. We then compute the precision, recall, and F-score for each retrieved set Sl with and
without pruning based on Equation 5.7.
We repeat this experiment 10 times, each time randomly selecting nA images to annotate.
Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 show the precision, recall, and F-score, respectively, from running
the experiment 10 times, for the two cases: with pruning, and without pruning. We see that
pruning helps in improving precision, but results in some reduction in recall, which is expected.
The liver maintains high precision and recall in both cases. Pruning does, however, help in
eliminating outliers, especially in the case of the kidneys and spleen. In the case of the pancreas,
pruning helps in improving precision more than compared to the other organs; however, the
results are still somewhat poor. Based on the recall, one can also note that only a small
number of images are sufficient to propagate labels, with no significant change happening for
the organs after about 10 images are annotated. Apart from the liver, the other organs still
have some images remaining where they receive no labels from the propagation step. Apart
for the pancreas, one can note that the confidence intervals are small, which means the final
retrieved set of labelled supervoxels is not sensitive to the initial set of annotated images.
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(a) Pancreas (b) Kidneys
(c) Liver (d) Spleen
Figure 5.10: Change in precision with an increasing number of annotated images. Apart from
the pancreas, the precision is close to 1 for all organs. The additional pruning step (blue) helps
in eliminating outliers in the case of the kidneys and spleen. It also helps in increasing precision
for the pancreas when the number of images in larger than about 5. There is a large variability
between the random experiment runs for the pancreas; this implies that the some pancreas
supervoxels have incorrect correspondences. The pancreas has a highly variable shape in each
image, making it much more difficult to find consistent discriminative simple cuboid features.
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(a) Pancreas (b) Kidneys
(c) Liver (d) Spleen
Figure 5.11: Change in recall with an increasing number of annotated images. There is a slight
improvement in recall with the initial addition of annotated images. Pruning (blue) results in
a decrease in recall, which is something to be expected. Recall is 1 for the liver, and close or
above 0.9 for the kidneys and spleen.
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(a) Pancreas (b) Kidneys
(c) Liver (d) Spleen
Figure 5.12: Change in F-score with an increasing number of annotated images. The F-score
is 1 for the liver and above 0.9 for the kidneys and spleen. The pancreas performs the worst.
There is a slight initial improvement in the F-score when the number of annotated images
increases from 1 to about 5. There is not much change after 5 images. Pruning (blue) helps
in eliminating outliers. Apart for the pancreas, one can note that the confidence intervals are
small, which means the final retrieved set of labelled supervoxels is not sensitive to the initial
set of annotated images.
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5.4.3.1 Learning a Shared Appearance Model
After propagating labels from the annotated images, we now have a larger labelled dataset;
however, based on the previous section, not all images receive labels for all organs, either
because they have not been annotated or did not receive a label via the label propagation
based on the mutual correspondences.
To predict the segmentations on the remaining unlabelled images, we train a random forest
classifier using as training data the images that have received organ labels for their supervoxels.
The classifier learns to predict for each voxel its organ label. As the pancreas generally has
poor results, we exclude it from this experiment, as it is unlikely that further improvements
can be obtained. Given that the final retrieved set of supervoxels is not sensitive to the initial
set of annotated images and that there is no significant improvement in the retrieval metrics
after about 5 images are annotated, we only randomly select 5 images to annotate for this
experiment. Organ labels for the kidneys, liver, and spleen are then propagated to the other
images. We then prune out the retrieved supervoxels as in the previous section. The final set
contains 142 right kidneys, 138 left kidneys, 150 livers, 133 spleens.
For the organ label forest, we use similar parameters as the joint forest, except that we increase
the re-sampling to 3mm, the features/node nf to 100, and the sampling rate to 5%. We then
apply the organ label forest on all the images to compute probability maps. We then used the
probability maps as input to graph-cut; we use the pairwise Potts model on images of 2mm
spacing, with λ = 4. In addition, we only use the probabilities larger than 0.85, in order to
reduce the impact of potentially incorrect supervoxel over-segmentations.
Figure 5.13 shows the average Dice overlap scores for the kidneys, liver, and spleen, compared
to the ground truth manual segmentation, using the multiple object proposals (OP) method
from the previous chapters, compared to the output from the classification forest refined using
graph-cut (CF+GC). One can note that there is an improvement in the kidneys segmentation
using CF+GC compared to OP. This is potentially due to the learnt appearance model from CF
combined with GC learning to correct potential inaccuracies in the original over-segmentation,
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Figure 5.13: Dice scores for the liver, kidneys, and spleen for the object proposals (OP) method
from the previous chapter and for a classification forest (CF) with graph-cut (GC) refinement.
CF+GC leads to an improvement in the kidneys segmentation accuracy; this is likely due to
the CF learning from a subset of the training images that had good kidney segmentations
and applied that on the images that had kidneys with over-segmentation issues. The CF+GC,
however, achieves slightly lower Dice Overlaps for the liver and spleen. This is potentially due to
systematic issues from the use of a single over-segmentation parameters, or the CF parameters
being not optimal.
where some kidneys in some images happened to have good kidney supervoxels that aided
in improving the kidney outputs for the images that had kidney over-segmentation issues.
However, CF+GC leads to a slightly lower Dice overlap for the liver and spleen compared to
OP – this is further discussed in the discussion section. Table 5.2 lists the Dice overlap scores
for the proposed method, the method proposed in the previous chapter, as well as other fully-
supervised methods that have been applied on the same dataset. (Table also appears in Section
4.4.5).
Figure 5.18 shows examples of original graph-based supervoxels, the probability output from
the organ classification forest, and their refinement using graph-cuts.
Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 show the output from each step as applied on the liver,
starting from the initial weak annotation with scribble inputs up to the final segmentation
output. The process is similar for the other organs. Figure 5.14 shows 5 input images that
have a dot annotation on the liver. The annotations are used to isolate the supervoxels that
correspond to the liver in each image. Figure 5.15 shows a subset of the images that have had
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Table 5.2: Mean Dice overlap results (with standard deviation) for the proposed method, the
proposed method from Chapter 4, and from five other fully-supervised methods that have been
applied on the same abdominal CT dataset.
a label transfer based on the correspondences obtained with the joint forest. The images that
have received a liver label are used to train a liver classification forest. Figure 5.16 shows the
probabilistic output from applying the liver classification forest. And finally, Figure 5.17 shows
the final segmentation output for the liver.
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Figure 5.14: Example of liver annotation input on images for the task weakly-supervised image
segmentation. The left column shows the input images with a dot on the liver. The second
column shows the supervoxel segmentation of the image. The third column shows the high-
lighting supervoxel that gets selected from the dot annotation. For visualisation purposes, we
only show a slice of the 3D image.
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Figure 5.15: Illustration of the label propagation as applied on the liver. We only show a subset
of the remaining 140 images. The images that have a mutual correspondence obtained via the
joint forest have their supervoxel highlighted in red. One can see that the matched supervoxels
correctly correspond to the liver. The last three images did not have any correspondences with
the images in Figure 5.14. The images that have received a liver organ label for their supervoxels
are used to train a liver classification forest. (Even though in our particular application all liver
supervoxels received an annotation, we illustrate the case here where some images do not receive
an annotation.)
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Figure 5.16: The probabilistic output (as a heat map) from the liver classification forest after
applying it on the input images in Figure 5.14 and the remaining images Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.17: Final segmentation output overlaid (in blue) after applying graph-cut on the
images using the probabilistic output from the liver classification forest as input for the unary
term. One can see that all the images in the dataset end up with a segmentation, including
the unlabelled images. All the 150 images in the dataset have been labelled by only providing
a 5 1-dots indicating the liver on only 5 images.
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(a) Kidneys example 1
(b) Kidneys example 2
(c) Kidneys example 3
(d) Kidneys example 4
(e) Spleen example 1.
(f) Spleen example 2. One can see that we get an output for the spleen on an image that
had no spleen supervoxel match.
(g) Spleen example 3. One can see that we get an output for the spleen on an image that
had no spleen supervoxel match.
Figure 5.18: Example output for the kidneys and spleen. Image order from left to right: a 2D
slice from a 3D image, ground truth segmentation, final segmentation with GC, organ-labelled-
graph-based supervoxels, probabilities output from the random forest.
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5.4.4 Computational Time
With an implementation in C++ and using the parameters as in Table 5.1, training a single
tree on the entire dataset of 150 images takes 7-10 minutes on a single machine with a Core
i7 @ 3.40 GHz CPU and 16GB of memory. We train the trees serially; however, as tree are
independent they can easily be trained in parallel on multiple cores if more computing resources
are available. Correspondences between supervoxels in a given image and all other supervoxels
from the other images in the dataset are obtained in 1-2 minutes on average, depending on the
size of the image.
5.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a method for the efficient propagation of annotations in a
unlabelled large medical image dataset. The method consisted in over-segmenting the images
into object-like supervoxels and training a single shared forest using all the images in the dataset
by optimising a joint-objective function at the nodes. The joint supervoxel forest was then used
to estimate mutual correspondences between all the object-like supervoxels from all the images
in an efficient manner. The set of correspondences is then iteratively expanded and pruned to
improve the number and quality of the correspondences. We demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed joint node optimisation compared to using an extremely randomised forest.
As applications, it can be used for organ-based image retrieval and weakly-supervised image
segmentation. For the retrieval task, it can be used to efficiently retrieve object-like supervoxels
that correspond to organs in an efficient and robust manner, using only extremely minimal user
input. The method performed really well for the liver, where it retrieved all instances of the
liver in the datasets solely from annotating a single image with a dot. For the task of weakly-
supervised organ segmentation, it can be used to propagate annotations from an extremely
small subset of images to the rest of the dataset, considerably reducing the number of images
that require annotations. For the abdominal CT dataset consisting of 150 images, only 5 images
required dot annotations in order to propagate the labels to the majority of the dataset.
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We have then investigated whether training a shared appearance model using a random clas-
sification forest can aid in improving the segmentation accuracy, compared to the method
proposed in the previous chapter. The classification forest was trained using organ labels that
were propagated to a large majority of the object-like supervoxels; the probabilistic output from
the classification forest (CF) was then used as the data term for graph-cut (GC) to regularise
the output. This helped in improving the segmentation of the kidneys compared to the object
proposals (OP) method from the previous chapter; however, it also leads to lower segmentation
accuracy for the liver and spleen. This could be due to the use of a single over-segmentation
per organ as segmentations for training, and they potentially contained systematic inaccura-
cies. Another reason could be that the forest parameters used for training are not optimal. A
potential improvement could be achieved if instead of using a single over-segmentation to train
the organ classification forest, the OP method is applied on the images that received organ an-
notations via the label propagation. This new set of images would contain better segmentations
for the training of the organ classification forest.
The segmentation results obtained in this chapter are slightly better than those presented in
the publication that this chapter builds on. In particular, there are less outliers for the spleen.
The improvement comes from the use of the iterative correspondence propagation and pruning,
which aided in eliminating outliers.
Another advantage of our proposed method is that it makes it possible to perform correspon-
dences on a supervoxel level between images that have a variable number of supervoxels, relaxing
the requirement of having to specify a number of clusters that are difficult to determine in ad-
vance. In addition, our proposed method of jointly training on multiple images can accelerate
our method that was proposed in Chapter 3, where instead of training two forests for a pair of
images, only one forest is trained.
Nonetheless, the proposed method still suffers from a few limitations.
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5.5.1 Limitations
While the method was effective at accurately finding correspondences for the liver, kidneys,
and spleen, it performed poorly for the pancreas, which is a highly deformable organ. This
could be due to several factors:
• Larger organs, such as the liver, tend to have bigger-sized supervoxels and therefore a
larger number of voxels; given that we aggregate the probabilities of the voxels to compute
a label for the entire supervoxel, the larger supervoxel benefit from a larger ensemble
prediction.
• As pointed out in the previous chapter, the kidneys exhibit contrast variations, resulting
in kidney supervoxels that do not include the entire kidney. Based on the organ retrieval,
the kidneys have high recall and precision; the Dice overlap is therefore impacted because
of the issues in the over-segmentation.
• The pancreas performs so poorly due to its extremely deformable nature, and the simple
cuboid features that were used were not discriminative enough to be able to learn a good
classifier for it.
• The dataset contains pathological cases, with potentially non-repeating irregularities,
resulting in some images having a unique appearance that is not statistically significant
within the dataset.
In the weakly-supervised segmentation task, the method does not perform as well as fully-
supervised methods. Learning a shared appearance model using a random classification forest
resulted in improvements in the segmentation accuracy for the kidneys; however, not for the
liver and spleen. The random classification forest is potentially not the ideal method to learn
the shared appearance model; other methods need to be investigated.
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5.5.2 Future Work
Despite the limitations, the method demonstrates the potential of using the object-like super-
voxels as a base component organ-based image retrieval and weakly-supervised image segmen-
tation. There are several avenues for future work.
• Investigating the use of alternative classifiers with alternative set of features. Recently,
deep learning methods, such as CNNs, have been achieving leading accuracy of several
object recognition and segmentation tasks. As our proposed framework could be used
with any supervised learning algorithm, it would be interesting to investigate whether
there is an increase in accuracy when using CNNs as opposed to using random forests,
despite the downside of the increase in computational cost. CNNs could help in improving
the accuracy for the liver and spleen, as well as the kidneys, given that the random forest
resulted in a decrease in accuracy.
• The segmentations could potentially be improved iteratively by following a process similar
to the GrabCut approach, where the method would alternate between learning a shared
appearance model and refining the segmentations for training.
• Investigating the use of alternative over-segmentation algorithms, as discussed in the
previous chapter.
• Another potential improvement to investigate would be try an ensemble approach, which
generally tend to lead to an increase in accuracy [214]. We would generate N different
over-segmentations per image, and then train N distinct joint forests. This would allow
training N distinct appearance models, and their probabilistic output could be fused to
potentially provide better accuracy.
• It would be interesting to investigate whether applying an MRF on the graph induced by
the supervoxel correspondences could potentially increase the number of images that can
receive an annotation label. Formulating the correspondences as a graph could help in
fixing incorrect correspondences by taking into account the correspondences of neighbour-
ing supervoxels. Even though context is currently encoded on a voxel level based on the
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offset cuboid feature, the method could still benefit from further context information from
a supervoxel level, which an MRF would implicitly induce via the pairwise potentials.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary of Thesis Achievements
In this thesis, we have mainly focused on developing efficient methods for extracting semantic
information from images in large datasets with minimal user interaction. The main empha-
sis being the problem of semantic image segmentation without the presence of prior labelled
information.
In medical image analysis, a traditional and reliable approach to begin labelling a new unla-
belled dataset is via manual segmentation. However, this task is tedious, time-consuming, and
impractical when dealing with a large dataset. Ideally, instead of having to fully segment each
image, it would be more practical if one could provide only just weak annotations on a subset
of the images, and then attempt to exploit information from all the images to jointly segment
the entire dataset, instead of having to segment each image independently. In order to share
information between images, there needs to be some form of correspondences between them.
We started off this thesis by developing a method for efficiently estimating pairwise image cor-
respondences on a compact supervoxel level. The method works by first generating automatic
labels for compact supervoxels, and then using a random forest, which is a supervised machine
learning algorithm, to learn to predict those supervoxel regions on the other image. Experi-
mental results showed that the method is effective at estimating correspondences even in cases
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of extreme differences in fields of view, as demonstrated on the spine CT dataset.
A single dot placed anywhere on an organ is an extremely quick and easy way for a non-expert
to provide annotations for a medical image. A method that exploits such extremely minimal
information is highly desirable. In Chapter 4, we developed a promising method that relies on
the concept of object proposals to exploit such extremely minimal information. We adapted
and extended an efficient algorithm for generating object-like supervoxels, where there is a high
chance that a given organ is represented by a single supervoxel. This made it possible to exploit
the limited user input by assigning the dot label to the object-like supervoxels, which are less
sensitive to the location of the dot annotations on the organs. Promising experimental results
demonstrated that the object-like supervoxels could be used to efficiently segment a dataset
of abdominal CT images that is only labelled with extremely minimal annotations, achieving
segmentation accuracy for the liver and spleen that is close to state-of-the-art methods.
In Chapter 5, we developed an extension of our proposed method from Chapter 3 to make it
efficiently applicable on a large dataset. The novelty of the method consisted in encoding all
the images in a single forest structure, using the object-like supervoxels as labels for training
the forest. This made it possible to estimate correspondences efficiently between all image re-
gions in the dataset. The range of correspondences is then iteratively extended and pruned to
improve the robustness of the correspondences. Promising experimental results demonstrated
that the method is highly effective for the task of organ-based image retrieval and demonstrates
promising results for the task of weakly-supervised image segmentation, where we have propa-
gated segmentations to the entire abdominal CT dataset, starting from only 5 weakly-labelled
images with dot scribbles.
In this thesis, we had an emphasis on efficiency, where we have made use of random classification
forest. The efficiency comes from the parallelisable nature of random forests and from the use of
simple image features that are extremely efficient to compute. However, there usually is a trade-
off between efficiency and accuracy, and our proposed methods suffer from some limitations.
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6.2 Limitations and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis relies mostly on the use of supervoxels and random forests.
The results obtained in Chapters 4 and 5 have been promising in the sense that it is possible
to segment a large dataset with minimal annotation; however, there are still some limitations,
and there are some interesting directions for future research.
• Given that our method is weakly supervised, it does not achieve similar accuracy for
all organs as the current fully-supervised state-of-the-art methods in image segmentation
that have been applied on the same dataset. The output from our method is potentially
not usable as is if the task is accurate image segmentation. Our method is, however,
applicable for applications that require organ localisation and a coarse segmentation: it
could be used for the efficient mining of a new large unlabelled medical image dataset,
where it can be used to quickly retrieve instances of a specific organ for the purposes
of visualisation, or to quickly index and localise organs in an unlabelled datasets with
coarse segmentations instead of bounding boxes that tend to contain elements from the
background. The method can also be useful in applications where further image analysis
is not highly sensitive to the organ segmentation. In addition, our method could be
used to accelerate the process of interactive image segmentation, where, instead of the
annotator having to go through each image independently, it could reduce the time and
effort required for the task of providing input, and thereby restricting the task of manual
segmentations to performing corrections to the segmentations provided by our method.
• Providing annotations in the form of dots/points placed anywhere on a given organ is an
extremely quick and easy task for a non-expert to do. It is potentially possible to deploy
this on a crowd sourcing platform and obtain a large number of semantic annotations per
image in the form of dots. Combining multiple randomly placed dots on an organ can
lead to an improved segmentation accuracy. It would be interesting to investigate the
deployment of our proposed method in such a real world scenario.
• The methods proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 rely on an initial over-segmentation of the
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image into object-like supervoxels; while the over-segmentation algorithm that we used
is not overly sensitive of the parameters, it might not be the best algorithm for the
task. Further investigation can be done on alternative over-segmentation algorithms
that potentially provide better over-segmentation accuracy even if there is a sacrifice in
efficiency. More complex strategies for the combination of multiple over-segmentations
can also be investigated.
• The proposed method is dependent on the quality of the initial over-segmentation. Full-
body CT images tend to be composed from the stitching of multiple volumes, resulting
in stitching artefacts that could affect the over-segmentations, especially if the stitching
happens to have occurred across a given organ. A modification of the over-segmentation
algorithm needs to be done so that it takes the stitching into account.
• In Chapter 5, we only simulated the annotation of a random subset of images. To further
improve our method, ideas from active learning [167] could be incorporated, where the
system would offer suggestions as to where to provide annotations that would be most
helpful in reducing the amount of user input. The idea of using active learning has been
suggested in [19, 54].
• One of the features used for the random forest are based on local intensity. For CT images,
the intensities are normalised on the Hounsfield scale, so values should be consistent
between images obtained from different calibrated CT machines and different patients.
However, different modalities, such as MRI are not normalised on a scale and can vary
from machine to machine and patient to patient, making the method potentially non-
applicable in its current form to other datasets. Another issue that could affect CT
images is the presence of contrast agents; this would lead to differences in local intensities
and rendering the local intensity features misleading. Future work should investigate how
effective the methods proposed in this thesis are on a variety of datasets. Alternative
features that are not overly sensitive to the local intensities should also be investigated.
• We have not been able to achieve good weakly-supervised segmentation accuracy for the
pancreas, which is a highly deformable organ. Our method in its current form, therefore,
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does not work well for deformable organs. The simple offset cuboid features are not
sufficient to well discriminate the pancreas; the most likely reason being that given that
the pancreas changes location from image to image, simply relying on context information
can be misleading. Other features and methods need to be investigated that are more
suited for the deformable organs.
• Our proposed method mainly relied on random forests as the supervised machine learning
algorithm as it is efficient and scalable; however, other supervised algorithm could be used
and potentially would yield higher segmentation accuracies. More recent state-of-the-art
supervised methods for image segmentation and classification are based on deep learning.
While there will be an increase in computational cost in using a deep learning algorithm,
there can be potential gains in segmentation accuracy, which would justify the sacrifice
in efficiency. Future work should investigate this.
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Appendix A
Graph Cut Image Segmentation
In this section we give an overview of graph-cut [23, 22] for image segmentation as applied to
2D images. The method easily generalises to n−D images.
A.1 Graph Cut
Let G =< V,E > be a graph with vertices V and edges E. Each edge e ∈ E has an associated
weight we ≥ 0. There are two special vertices: the source node s and the sink node t.
A cut C ⊂ E on the graph is such that, when the set C is removed, E would be divided into
two disjoint sets S and T with s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The cost of the cut is the sum of the weights
of the edges in the set C. The max-flow/min-cut algorithm is used to compute the cut with
the minimal cost [22].
Given an image I formed of n pixels with I(p) being the intensity of pixel p, binary image
segmentation can be considered as a binary labelling problem whereby the goal is to assign
to each pixel a label xp such that xp ∈ L = {0, 1} – 0 representing the background and 1
representing the object.
Let P be the set of pixels in a given image I, and let the neighbourhood system be represented
by a set N of all unordered pairs {p, q} of neighbouring pixels in P . For 2D images, N can be
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4- or 8-connected neighbourhood system (see Figure A.1), while for 3D images, N can be 6, 18








Figure A.1: Neighbourhood systems. Each pixel (represented in red) is connected to 4 (a) or 8
(b) of its neighbouring pixels.
The user has to provide a set of hard constraints by indicating the labels of some seed pixels
that have to belong to the object and some that have to belong to the background – in essence
providing an indication of what the user intends to segment. Let O be the set of object seed
pixels and B be the set of background seed pixels. The source node s represents the object
while the sink node t represents the background.
The final labels x are obtained by computing a global optimum over all the labels that satisfy
the hard constraints. The cost function (or energy function) encodes a regional term and
boundary term, and typically takes the following form:









Bpq × δxp 6=xq(Boundary term) (A.3)
and δxp 6=xq = 1 if xp 6= xq, 0 otherwise. The parameter λ weights the relative importance of the
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boundary term and regional term.
The regional term R(x) (also known as the data term or the unary term) measures how well
the pixels fit into the object and background appearance model (for instance the histogram of
intensity distribution). Rp(xp) is the cost of assigning label xp to pixel p. The more likely that
xp is the label for p the higher the cost. The appearance model for the object and background
can be known by prior knowledge or can be estimated using the seeds that the user has to
provide for the object and the background.
The regional cost for a seed pixel is typically assigned to be ∞ so as to ensure that it gets
assigned the correct label. So for a pixel p that is an object seed pixel p we have Rp(1) = ∞
and for a background seed pixel q we have Rq(0) =∞.
One method for obtaining values for the regional term is computing the empirical histograms
P (I(p)|O) and P (I(p)|B) of the object O and background B, respectively, by binning the
intensity values of the pixels of the seed points. For a pixel p 6∈ B ∪O, the regional term would
typically be:
Rp(0) = − ln(P (I(p)|O)) (A.4)
Rp(1) = − ln(P (I(p)|B))
The boundary term (or pairwise term) B(x) favours cuts between pixels where there is
considerable change in intensity. There is no cost when the neighbouring pixels have the same







2× σ2 ) (A.5)
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with
σ2 =< (I(p)− I(q))2 > (A.6)
dist(p, q) indicates the distance between the pixels p and q. Figure A.2 gives an example of
graph cut segmentation on a toy 3 × 3 image, while table A.1 gives a summary of the edge
weights/costs.
Figure A.2: A 2D segmentation example for a 3 × 3 image. The seeds are O = {v} and
B = {p}. The thickness of each edge reflects its cost. The boundary term defines the cost
of the neighbouring links (n-links) while the regional term defines the costs of terminal links
(t-links). Edges with low cost are attractive choices for the minimum cost cut. (From: [22]).
A.1.1 Choice of Parameters
Regional term A regional term is helpful when the object and background have distinct
intensity distributions making it easy to segment them, and in some cases completely automate
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edges weight(cost) for
p, q Bpq p, q ∈ N
p, S λ×Rp(0) p ∈ P, p 6∈ O ∪ B
∞ p ∈ O
0 p ∈ B
p, T λ×Rp(1) p ∈ P, p 6∈ O ∪ B
0 p ∈ O
∞ p ∈ B
Table A.1: Summary of weights/costs associated to edges.
the segmentation [22]. However, this is not always the case. The boundary term, on the
other hand, can always be used as the object of interest tends to have high-contrast borders.
When a regional term is used, the choice of λ in Eq. A.1 can have a significant impact on
the segmentation result. With a large value for λ, an under-segmentation can occur, while a
small value can lead to over-segmentation [143]. When the appearance model for the object
and background cannot be estimated reliably, the boundary term has to be weighted higher
than the regional term. In some cases, it might be necessary to do without the regional term
at all so therefore only the seed pixels would have a non-zeros cost.
Parameter σ Typically the value for σ is set to be the mean absolute intensity difference
between all the neighbouring pixels [23]. This way the function would penalise a lot between
pixels that have similar intensities when |I(p)−I(q)| < σ, while it would penalise less otherwise.
Different choices of β can lead to different segmentation results.
A.1.2 Issues
Some of the common issues with graph cut are: metrication artefacts, where using a 4-/6-
nearest neighbour connections on 2D/3D grids may result in “blocky” segments; shrinking
bias, where thin objects do not get segmented.
